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"The South's Indepeacktot Weigle
POLICE KILL BLACK VETERAN
Taylor Says
Helicopter
Light Harasses
The police helicopter is be-
ing used as a method of inti-
midating the black community,
State Representative James I.
Taylor complained to the TRI-
State Defender this week.
"There is no need for these
flights," he said. -They keep
flying over the black communi-
ty late into the night, and
shining these lights on citizens
doing nothing but siting on
their porches."
He said his district has been
the subject of these "spy
flights," and there is no need
for such constant surveillance
of citizens by the police.
"Why can't they use the heli-
copter to fly over Chickasaw
Gardens or out in the East
Memphis section?" he asked.
The fights of the helicopter,
he said, are just one more way
the city has contrived to waste
the taxpayers' money.
Memphians Will
Attend Church
Meet This Week
Hundreds of Memphians of
both races are attending the
nightly meetings held under
the Big Bible Tent set up on
a lot at 976 E. McLemore
since the services began there
on Sunday night, July 6.
Showing one of her original creations, is Kath-
leen Lewis, Freshman at Memphis State. This
outfit which is called a modified "Saurri" is one
of the many fashions that will be shown at,
MSU'S BLACK STUDENT ASSOCIATION'S
Variety and Fashion Show which will be held
August 10 at the Sheraton Peabody Skyway.
Speaking
in the first of its type meet-
ings held in Memphis for the
past 25 years is Pastor Cal-
vin Rock, a nationally known
preacher and sociologist from
Atlanta.
A record crowd was on
hand to hear Pastor Rock be-
gin the meeting on Sunday
night, July 6, with the subject,
"Did God Curse the Black
Race?"
Free Bibles are being given
to those persons who desire
them, and a Black History
Course precedes the sermon
every night. Facts about out-
standing blacks in American
history are recounted.
LEADING CONTESTANTS — Fear of the
leading contestants are seen here with cop-
ies of last week's paper. From left are Lar-
ry Gilliam, 13. who has upped his weekly
sales from NO to 65; and the Carter broth-
 _
The Black History Course Is
being taught by Evangelist
Barry Black of Baltimore, Md.,
who has memorized the out-
standing orations of the late
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and he delivers them in a
voice which is almost identical
to that of the .late civil rights
leader.
Other special features of
'the meeting are a Consumer
,Credit Class,, with points on
how, when and where to buy;
Family Living Classes, tell-
ing how to have happier homes;
and a Better Health Course,
with tips on hygeine, how to
lose weight, first aid and other
related topics.
ers, from left. Henry, 13; Al, 11; and Sam-
ie L., 10. The carter brothers used to take
only 50 copies a meek, hut in the Summer
Contest they are selling 130 a week.
In Summer &ameba Senes
The Black Students A cia-Idean will talk on how it feels,
tion of Memphis State Univer-to be a black dean in a pre-
sity has formulated a 
1
program: dominantly white school.
to aid needy students, ensiled' The Black Student Associa-
or enrolling, at the univeility.I ton recruited 24 students from'
The students cite this as their! low income areas of the city.
Memorial to Dr. Martin Lu-IThese students are college ma-
ther King, Jr. This aid wall terial but cannot attend school
come in the form of scholar-I without financial assistance.
ships and loans. 'With t h is knowledge the
Black Students Association has
committed itself to obtain
scholarships for as many of
these students as possible, if
not all. This commitment can-
not be successfully accomplish-
ed without the assistance of our
fellow Memphians.
The third portion of the
SEA's show will be dedicated
African dress. It will con-
At of a fashion show on Afri-
can dress. African customs and
**aces will hiedight the show.
The first portion of the show The theme of the African por-
will show Afro-American dress, tion will deal with an African
such as dashikis and African king Picking his wife. Benny
robes. Narrators James Pope MaasthiloocnksJrir.,om 
Africa 
will awin bskinge.F
shown.
Part of their fund-raising
activity will be a fashion and
variety show to be presented
at the Sheraton Peabody Sky-
way. The show will have an
Afro-American theme.
BSA representatives Ester L.
Hert, Jr., and Edna L. Grif-
fin, said the show was more
than a fashion show, it would
have a definite theme, built
around the Afro-American ex-
perience. The presentation will
also be in four parts.
Hopefully the plan will be
introduced in the Houston city
school system. The plan was
introduced in U.S. District
Court on Monday, July 14. This
plan calls for complete inte-
gration of Houston's 250,000
school children by September.
It was devised by research
scientists, a n d gives the
computer one set of compre-
hensive and pertinent data
about the Houston School Sys-
tem. The data — number and
location of schools plus racial
composition and location of
students — was generated by
the computer in a short period
of time into "several alternate
student assignment schemes."
As LFD Attorneys pointed
out, these plans were then
evaluated for their individual
merits, and the best one select-
ed.
The alternate plans were re-
checked. To be sure none of
the alternate plans was su-
and Carolyn Morris will ex-
plain, how African dress is
modified to fit the taste of
Afro-Americans. A short his-
tory of the dashiki and zaurri,
traditional African and Afro-
American garb will also 
. The '"Rifle Bulletgiven. clothes worn in
fashion portion of the show will
all be designed and made by
black Memphis State students.
"The second portion of the
show will have a similar for-
mat to that of Joey Bishop
and the Johnny Carson Shows,
but the dialogue will have a
more significant meaning"
said Mrs. Griffin.
The guest will each be repre-
sentative of al stereo-type per-
son that confronts black people.
The first guest will be Mem
phis State University vice pres-icers determined that he had
ident Dean Parish, who will'heen shooting at birds from a
represent, ''The concerned window in his home when the
white population," "A Black rifle he was using fired acci-
Militant," Robert Rogers reP• dentally.
resenting radical viewpoints as Following the shooting, he
related to a necessity for ran to the home of Mrs. Alma
change; Dr. Ralph H. Jackson, Evans of 2151 and reported
that he had been shot.
The bullet entered the vic-
tim's brain.
The last portion of the show
will be a skit written produced
who will represent city wide
interest in all black people
and Memphis States' new black
A 16-year-old boy was in
John Gaston Hospital in criti-
cal condition after having shot
himself in the head last Satur-
day, July 12, in his home at
2158 Piedmont
After an investigation, offi-
Computer May Be Answer To
 
Memphis School Integration
The NAACP Legal Defense' perior to the plan selected, one
and Educational Fund, Inc., I section of the city, representing
has., reported, A POSSIBLE 1/5 of the total populace and
PLAN for the complete integre- area, was run through the
tion of schools in Memphis, computer three times.
Dallas and Atlanta, by use of JUDGEMENT CRITERIA
Judgement Criteria for the
plans were, busing costs and
the level of desegregation
achieved. The plan selected
was the one with the most sat-
isfactory balance between the
two factors. This plan was then
used as a model for devising
the integration pattern for
the other four sections of the
city.
The data was programmed
for the LFD by ART Associates,
Inc., of Cambridge, Mass. It
was then put into the compu-
ter by AVCO Computer Serv-
ices of Wilmington, Mass.,
under the direction of Robert
Norbed systems analyst.
Houston may be the lead
case for bringing complete in-
tegration to school systems of
large southern cities, say LDF
attorneys. There is a great
possibility that Memphis may
be affected by the results of
this argument because of pend-
ing LDF litigation here. Dallas
See page
fin, who will also act in the
production. The short play as
described by Miss Griffin, is a
fictional play dealing with
Martin Luther King, Jr., this
will offset the purpose of the
show which is to raise money
for the organization's memorial
to Martin Luther King, Jr.
Those appearing in Miss Grif-
fin's production will be from
Memphis State's black acting
company, they are Adolfph
Flowers, Janice Jones, James
Pope, and Johnny Austin.
—Have an operation
—Bite a dog
—Get married
—Have a baby
—Get divorced
—Find gold
—Get hurt
. —Recover from illness
—Inherit a fortune
—Take a trip
—Are honored
—Or do or kr
anything unusi
WANT IT
• • • 
Richard William Johnson,
48, was regarded as just a
harmless mental patient by the
other roomers in the house at
552 Boyd Street, where he had
been rooming since his dis-
charge from a veterans hospi-
tal eighteen months ago. John-
son, a World War II veteran
died early Sunday morning aft-
er police pumped seven bullete
into his body.
Patrolmen W. S. Miller emp-
tied his gun of six bullets into
the World War II veteran and
Patrolman Dennis King shot
him once. Police report that
they were summoned to 1491
Vance Avenue by Robert J.
Hussey, Jr., after Johnson re-
portedly came to his home and
asked about employment. It is
reported that Johnson became
disturbed after he was turned
down for a job.
Johnson was later spotted at
Union and Cleveland going
west. One of the officers got
out of the car, and Johnson re-
portedly pulled a knife from
his pocket and lunged at the
officer, then began running
east on Union. The officer
driving the squad car pulled
ahead of Johnson and radioed
for assistance . Police said
Johnson charged at the officers
in the second car and the two
officers reportedly left the car
by the driver's side.
Mr. Johnson who had spent
approximately seventeen years
in United States Veteran Hospi-
tals has been described by his
,family and the people with
!whom he lived as a very nice
!person who never gave any
!trouble. He spent most of his
time at home and was a good
friend to an elderly man at his
address. Others at the address
say it was only recently that
he started going away from
home.
"He never bothered any-
body", two of the women who
also live in the house stated,
so they were shocked last Sun-
day when his brother Ulysses
Johnson of 164-B Cedar came
by Sunday to get his few be-
longings and told them that
Richard Johnson had been shot
Ito death by Memphis Police
4officers.
• 4
HEADING FOR JAMBOREE _ Heading
QV the ramp to an Eastern Airlines
jet at Memphis International Airlines last
Monday for the seventh National Boy Scout
Jamboree at Farragin State Park, Idaho.
Is Stanley Lipford, non of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Luderd 4111 W. Brooks rd. Stanley was
After suffering injuries while
in the United States Army,
Johnson spent seventeen years
in Battle Creek and Ypsilanti,
Michigan. According to his sis-
ter, Mrs. Elnora Jones of De-
troit and his brother Ulyssess
Johnson, he never discussed
the nature of his illness not
even to their mother who died
five years ago. He was drafted
into the Army at seventeen
years of age, Many black boys
entered CC Camps during the
early forties in an effort to
JonNsam
overcome poverty.
Patrolmen Miller and Patrol-
men King have been commen-
ed for killing Johnson by De-
tective Chief Joe Gagliano who
said they did a "terrific job."
He also said he didn't blame
the officers for reacting the way
they did against the victim
they said had a knife. John-
son's relatives said he never
carried a weapon. Chief Gag-
liano said Mace is not always
effective giving this as the rea-
son it was not used to subdue
Ithe veteran.
Many have questioned the
judgment of the police in using
firearms. Police recruits are
trained for a twelve week period
with two weeks of that time de-
voted to the use of firearms.
'
one of three black Boy Scouts from the
Chickasaw Council of the Boy Scouts to at
tend the meeting July 14-23. He is a patrol
leader of his troop, a life scout, and has
won 22 merit badges. He was water front
director at Camp Kia Kima, Ark., for la
weeks last sauer.
•••••
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Veteran
Continued From Page 1
would have made him helpless
rather than dead?
action to this deed by the Mem-
land Chairman of the Central
'Committee of COME, (Commu-
l aity on the Move for Equality)
who said, "Mace was used Feb-
ruary 23 1968 on hundreds of
r the Memphis polkos Ste not good
athletes."
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, Exe-
cutive Secretary of the Mem-
phis Branch NAACP said, "The
Could the victim have been . marchers which included fed- Memphis Branch NAACP views
shot in a part of his body that era' officers, preachers, laY 'the murder of Richard William parade, lay on his death bed
Johnson inexcusable as well, as 4esi0 F4PP's SPocnif Militant — 
cism and bgrutality that
meates one Venal police system.
Innocent Ibler,k Wiens have
been aubdue4,hy,alace and oth-
er gas, the ugh of which would
have Mom human thin
bullets in this situation."
horrible. Any four police offi- to the liternatidnil President of
Among the citizens giving re- cers who can not subdue any AFSCME AFL-CIO, the union
citizen short of pumping seven 
 C
which represents Memphis city
phis Police are the Rev. Jame' is nonsense. They could have bullets in his body have no place employees had this to say, "My 
omputer
M. Lawson, Jr., pastor of Ces- subdued him with clubs. More,on our police force. This situa- reaction 45 that the action of
tenary United Methodist Church and more I am persuaded thatItion further points out the ra- the police in this instance is 
Continued from page 1
— — - ---
people and sanitation workers
and it was effective , • . it broke
up the march! To say it is not
effective with a mental patient 
***************************
SERVICEMEN'S* 
SPECIAL At-
:WHERE EVER THEY GO:
,4\;:44`;Aci
THEY WILL WANT TO *
*
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
IT'S THE NEXT BEST THING TO A LETTER FROM HOME.
READ
ABOUT
HOME
LET US SEND THEM COPIES OF THE
Tri-State Defender
236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38101
Please send the TRI-STATE DEFENDER to the
following serviceman':
Name & Rank 
Serial Number 
APO/FPO or Camp 
City & State Zip Code 
Country 
Please send 4r
Months at Special rote of $150
 .1.Year at Special rote of $6.00
My check or money order for 5  is enclosed
Signed: 
Address City State —
Bottled in Scotland. Blended Scotch Whisky. 86.8 Proof. Imported by Somerset Importers, Ltd , New York. N Y. 
So smooth-uorkfs best selling Scotch
another reflection of the racism
and the inhuman concern in gen-
eral in the Memphis Police De-
partment. This criminal act by
the police against a mental pa-
tient in this instance shows the
trigger happiness of the police.
While this is a publicized event
there are other brutal acts daily
committed against citizens by
the police department that
ought to be dealt with by the
director and others in the hier-
archy of city governmvit and
we hope that this incident points
up to the director that a major
surgery job has to be done on
the Memphis Police Depart-
ment. The act is totally unfor-
-* givable.-
4. A caller to the Tri State De-fender. office who. asked to re-
* main anonymous 'said, "Why
•was it necessary' for two of
Memphis' "finest policemen" to
* shoot a mentaly ill United States
* Veteran seven times? You serve
your country, come back and
whitey 'still shoots you down like
a dog! This makes it no better
for the police and the black
community. Those Police Com-
munity Centers are just shams
f o r informers to snitch to
whitey".
and Atlanta may also be af-
fected. The LDF has main-
tained that only token results
have been produced by the
"Freedom-of-choice" m e thod
of school integration, which
has been Houston's method for
the past several years.
Integration of faculty and
staff by September is also one
of the points that will be asked
for by the LDF during the
Houston triaL
During the trial, which at-
torneys feel will last two weeks,
stress will be placed on the
fact that last school year 79.8
per cent of the white students
attended schools which had
more than 95 per cent of white
student bodies. Conversely,
81.7 per cent of the Negro stu-
dents attended schools which
had over 95 per cent Negro stu-
dent bodies.
This phase of the campaign
to integrate Houston schools,
one of the longest litigation ef-
forts in LDF history, follows
four U.S. District Court rulings
ordering this city to end its
dual school system. Previous
decisions occured on Aug. 12,
1960; Oct. 25, 1965; Sept. 5,
1967; Oct. 15, 1967.
Motel Owner Sued, For
Debt In King Memorial
A suit has been filed in Chan-I
eery Court against Walter L.
Bailey, owner of 1 h e Lor-
raine Motel, for a balance of
$1,421 owed to the Pittsburgh
Plate Industries at 435 Madison,
for the construction of the Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr., Memorial.
In the suit, the glass firm
claims that it entered into an
agreement with Mr. Bailey,,
who ordered the work done at;
the request of the . Southern
Leadership Conference a n d
when the work was completed
he was to have paid $1,754 forl
labor and materials.
The project was finished on
June 28, 1968, and the glass
firm states in its suit that it
has not been able to get the
money from Mr. Bailey since
that lime.
The Memorial was set up in
Room 306 and encloses the
balcony in front of the room
where Dr. King was shot to
death on April 4, 1968, by an
escaped convict, James Earl
Ray, as he fired from the
bathroom of a rundown Main
Street rooming house. Ray is
now serving a 99-year sentence
for the slaying.
Since the room has been set
up as a memorial to Dr. King,
hundreds of persons from all
parts of the world have come
to the room and have "given
a donation" to see inside of
Room 306.
Roy Hamilton Is Near Death After A Stroke
Famed singer Roy Raoul-I with one of the "hottest" rec-
ten, after several years a b- I ordings in t h e country this
sence from the record' hit week.
The 38-year-old New Yorker
was rushed to the New Roch-
elle hospital in New Rochelle,
New York.
According t o H amilton's
personal manager, Bill Cook,
the singer was suffering severe
head pains when he was taken
to the hospital.
He was later said to have
had a massive brain hemmor-
hage.
Hamilton began his career
as a gospel singer in the New
York, New Jersey area. He de-
cided to go into the "pop"
music field, and Bill Cook sign-
ed him with Epic Recording
company.
Hamilton's r e cordings of
"Ebb Tide", Don't Let Go",
You'll Never Walk Alone", and
"You Can Have Her", thrust
the young singer into the popu-
lar music limelight.
The late Nat King Cole called
Hamilton "the greatest natur-
al singer I have ever heard."
Even though it had been
several years since he had
made any recordings, Hamil-
ton was striking it rich on the
nightclub circuit. He had just
recently returned from the
Orient were he played to stand-
ing room only crowds.
After appearing at TJ's at
91 N. Avalon last year,
Hamilton met Chips Moman
and Tommy Ccgbill at Ameri-
can Record Co. at 827 Thomas.
A few months later he cut
his first record at American
on the AGP record label. The
record "Angelica" released
only a few weeks ago, is now
being aired on 50 top stations
in the country.
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IVIID-YEAR SALE
01" HOMEFURNISHINGS1
Rugged SOLID OAK!
The All-American Favorite ... Early American
Solid Oak for Boy's Room or Master Bedroom!
With Plastic Tops!
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!
$ 5995
YOUR CHOICE
Correlating Colonial pieces that have space-saving ways!
This Open Stock bedroom selection will fit side-by-side,
around corners, along-the-wall, even up-the-wall! Each
unit is sturidly constructed for long wear and polished to
a gleaming finish! All drawers are dovetailed, glide easily,
ond have plenty of dust-proof storage! It's common sense
furniture for growing boys . .. beautiful and praise-worthy
furniture for your own bedroom!
Bookcase
Bed *59.95 '1.41'1'ft
Bunk Beds that may be
used as Twin Beds. too. $59.95
Desk.$59.95
Single Dresser Base,$59.95.
Matching Mirror, $22.95
Center Door Deck$59.95
Record Cabinet. $59.95
3 Drawer Chest, $59.951
Easy Monthly Payments
Shop any of Haverty's Conveniently Located Stores!
DOWNTOWN LAURELWOOD WHITEHAVHEN PARK AVE.
157 Sc, Main 526-5906
from Perking. All•nb•rg *****
450 Perkins Extol, 6115-11277 4212 Hwy. 51 So. 396 9496 3015 Park Ave. 123-7656
Pro* Perkily 04teli• Po.*
.1.11111 0''' 
Frio. Perkiwg tinkle Stets Free Perking Sestet* Seer*
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Utilize Untapped Black Labor
Pool, Businessmen Are Advised
CHATTANOOGA, — Business
cannot afford to wait any long-
er in rising to the challenge of
tapping the largely untapped
Negro talent pool which exists.
Employment is the key to the
problem of poverty and inter-
group relations.
Clifford Stockton, 36, a Mem-
phis Chamber of Commerce
satff executive, presented a
paper on "black attitude to-
ward the b usiness corn-
munity" on Tuesday, July 15
at a meeting of the Chattanoo-
ga Downtown Merchants As-
sociation.
One of six Negro staff
members of the Memphis
Chamber, Mr. Stockton is the
associate manager of the Hu-
man Resources Division, creat-
ed to expand business involve-
ment in the urban employment
crisis and to promote Memphis
as a center for minority enter-
prise.
"Business in Chattanooga
faces a choice," he said.
"Let the distrust and anger
take its course, or act now to
relieve it."
"Be an equal employer in
reality and not in your help
wanted ads.
"A man with a good job is
a better customer than a man
on welfare."
Mr. Stockton suggested the
business community rearrange
hiring and upgrading practices
by accelerating its redefinition
of "employment" to mean
employment as potential man-
agers.
"It is not uncommon for
college-educated black men to
be employed in relatively
Channel 3 Is Airing
Black History Series
One of the most outstanding
projects in the field of Black
oriented telev ision, since
"Black Journal" is being aired
on channel 3, WREC-TV this
summer. The program, "Black
Heritage; a History of Afro-
Americans", is a se ries
which received plaudits after a
run of 108 programs on WCBS-
TV in New York City, in as-
sociation with Columbia Uni-
versity, now is in the second
month of its showing on 87
affiliates of the Columbia
Television network.
The program which is aired
at 6 a.m, every week day, is
a series of educational lectures
which present views of black
people, and their history from
Africa to today, not usually
covered in standard history
texts. As Dr. Vincent Harding
puts it; "Black Heritage' is
us telling it like it is."
Dr. Harding is chairman of
the Advisory Committee which
created and supervised the
series. He also is director of
,he Department of History and
Sociology at Spelman College
n Atlanta, Georgia.
Afro-American lectures and
liscussants on the half-hour
tally program have been
irawn from many parts of the
:ountry and from various dis-
:iplines in order to present a
ross section viewpoint; they
lave been drawn from the
ranks of college professors in
history and sociology, from
organized labor, from the lit-
erary, art and dramatic fields,
from among college students
and religion.
The Black Heritage series
was written, produced and
directed by Afro-Americans.
Roy Allen was the producer-
director and Lloyd Weaver
the associated director. Others
who worked on the show are:
arlayna Franklin, visual re-
searcher and consultant; James
Wall, stage manager; Roy
Boyce, assistant production
manager; Pat Connell, an-
nouncer; Perry Watkins, set
designer and Irene Mendez,
wardrobe mistress.
Prominent among the Afro-
American members of the Ad-
visory Committee are: John
Henrik Clarke, author, critic
and editor of "Freedomways"
magazine, and William Strick-
land, New York author and
lecturer,
Billed as a "Summer Semes-
ter- the series is especially
interesting for students and
teachers and for those Afro-
Americans who attend school
where Negro history was not
taught. The series also should
prove interesting to white citi-
zens who wish to know more
about the Negro's role in and
contribution to American His-
tory.
The "Black Heritage" series
of 108 programs will run until
mid
-September.
Assistance For Black
Nations Goal Of NTA
How technicall trained black
Americans can meaningfully
participate in the development
of black countries in Africa,
Immunization
For Children
Is Necessary
Children entering school for
:he first time this August are
-equired to meet certain state
regulations regarding begin-
ning enrollment.
Parents of Memphis children
?ntering school for the first
;line must provide proof of six
m munizations
Such proof should be submit-
:ed on or before the day of
egistration for the 1969-1970
school year. Entries will be
made in health records as sodn
as it becomes feasible follow-
ing the opening of school.
A child to be enrolled in
kindergarten or the first grade
should have innumization
against diphtheria, measles
,rubeola 1, poliomyelitis, small-
pox, tetanus and whooping
cough.
These immunizations may be
tbtained at family physicians
sr at the Memphis-Shelby
County Health Department.
South America, and the Carib-
bean will be the focus of the
iforty-first annual convention ofthe National Technical Associa-
ition, 27-30 August 1969, in Wash-
ington, D. C., according to
George Worthy, Washington
chapter president.
The NTA, with active chap-
ters throughout the United
States, is a professional organi-
zation of black architects, en-
gineers, scientists, builders,
and technicians. Guyana. Trini-
dad and Tobago, Cameroons,
Ghana, Ivory Coast, Nigeria.
Senegal, Lesotho, Swaziland.
Tanzania, and Uganda will
send delegates.
Embassies of other invited
black nations have tentatively
expressed positive intentions
while awaiting final instruc-
tions from their home govern-
ments.
"We are interested in initiat-
ing dialogue, establishing rap-
port, and catalyzing empathy
with black countries that might
utilize our skills to their fullest
potential," Thomas N. Cornish,
Washington chapter secretary,
explained the purpose of the
convention.
"We, black Americans, have
contributed our talents, without
due recognition, to building this
(U. S.) world power. Why
should we not use our training
to further the development of
black nations?" he asked.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PEACES TO ET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
Off
COIN' to
menial positions," he said.
"While the rate of unemploy-
ment for the total community
is relatively 1 o w it is much
higher f o r the black popula-
tion."
He underscored the need for
jobs in the black community
and training to accompany, it.
Job training and economic de-
velopment is where the busi-
ness community should con-
centrate to conquer poverty, he
recommended, adding that the
private sector has tsi get in-
volved so all citizens can gain
a true "piece of the action."
"The urban crisis is no
single thing," said Stockton,
"but an entanglement of pov-
CLIFFORD STOCKTON
erty, unemployment, under-
employment, su bst a n dard
housing inadequate education,
racial tension and other fac-
tors that involve not only our
large cities, but the entire na-
tion." Black talent isl
available, he commented.
"Direct Your personnel men
to the school system and local
post office to find black talent,"
Stockton told the audience.
"You will be amazed at the
amount of talent locked up in
these two institutions."
People are the problem, he
said. People will be the solu-'
tion.
"You provide the key to
those relations out ,of which
solutions will emerge. The
way you run your business and
conduct yourselves will deter-
mine to a large extent where
Chattanooga will go from
here."
AT SHEPPARD AFB, Tex.,
for training in the transporta-
tion field is Airman Leigh J.
Wilson, son of Eddie L. Wilson
of 1137 Ayers st., Memphis. A
1968 graduate of Delta Center
High School at Walls, Miss., he
attended N o rthwest Junior
College at Senatobia, Miss.
Eligible Widows
Will Get Raise
In VA Payments
The Veterans Administration
this week explained that the
July 1 increase in the base pay
of members of the Armed
Forces will mean an increase
in dependency and indemnity
compensation (DIC) payments
only for the 160,000 unremar-
ried widows on the DIC rolls.
Dependent pare.nts and chil-
dren receiving DIC monthly
payments from the VA did
not receive an automatic in-,
crease in their payments as a
result of the military pay raise.
Payments for these parents
and children are fixed by thel
Congress.
Benefits for unremarried
[
widows relate to military pay
scales, with the formula for de-
termining the amount of
monthly payments calling for
$120 a month, plus 12 per cent
of the monthly basic pay now
being received by a service-
man !whose rank and years
of serVice are the same as
those of the deceased veteran.
Thus a raise in military bas-
ic pay, such as that which
went into effect on July 1, auto-
matically increases DIC
ments to eligible widows.
• • .
pay-
ICs an
Old Forester
kind of day.
Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great- Kenrucky Bourbon.
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Arts Commission Plans
First Writers'
The Tennessee Arts Com-
mission will sponsor the first
Tennessee Writers' Conference
In Nashville Friday through
Sunday, August 22-24, 1969.
The conference will be held at
Vanderbilt University, co-spon-
sor for this event, and will in-
clude general sessions, work-
ships, seminars, and individual
conferences.
The conference staff will in-
clude Jesse Hill Ford, author
of "The Liberation of Lord
Byron Jones." "Feast of Saint
Barnabas," and other best- T
Confab
and $20.00 for students. Ac
commodations are available at
Vanderbilt in Carmichael Tow-
ers at prices beginning at $4.50
per night.
For more details and regis-
tration form, contact Tennessee
Writers' Conference, P. 0,
Box 75, Station B, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville 37203.
Pastor Elected
o selling novels; Millie McWhir- Church Post
ter, successful contemporary
short story writer and authori The 
Rev. John C. Mickle,
i .
of the recently-published novel, pastor of Second Congregation-
"Hushed -aWere The Hills: Paul! United Church of Christ,
was elected chairman of theRamsey, Tennessee Poetry
Circuit, whose poems , Budget Committee at a meet-
been published in numerous 
have
mg of the Seventh General Sy-
nod of the two-million-memberanthologies and journals; and
United Church of Christ heldHenry Mitchell, editor of Delta
Review magazine, who ilf in Boston, Mass., June 25
conduct the sessions on non-
fiction and magazine writing.
Each participant in the con-
ference is allowed the follow-
ing submission to be sent in
for consideration at individual
conferences—only o n e sub-
mission from the choice of four
areas: One short story; one
article; three poems, or out-
line and one chapter of novel.
Fees for the Writers' Con-
ference are $30.00 for adults
July 2.
The Rev. Mr. Mickle w ill
serve for the years 1969-1971.
The General Synod adopted
a budget of $11.5 million for
1970, and a budget of $12.5
million for 1971.
Officers of the U.C.C. include
the Rev. Dr. Robert V. Moss,
Jr., president; the Rev. Dr.
Joseph H. Evans, secretary;
and Char les H. Lockyear,
treasurer.
ENDS BASIC TRAINING —
Airman Ivory L. Johnson, son
of Mrs. Fannie M. Johnson of
t 416-B at., Forrest City, Ark.,
has completed basic training
at Lackland AFB, Tex., and
is now assigned to Chanute
AFB, Ill., for training in air-
craft maintenance. A graduate
of Lincoln High School, he at-
tended Mary Holmes Junior
College at West Point, Miss.
_ 
INSTANT RESERVOIR
KNOXVILLE, Iowa — (UN)
— The largest body of water
in Iowa was created in less
than a week this spring.
It is the Red Rock Reser-
voir, created along the D e s
Moines River when the gates
of the new Red Rock Dam were
lowered. During the spring
flood, the reservoir permanent
flood pool of 9,000 acres of
water was reached and sur-
passed in less than a week.
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Purchase
any of
The Items on
WOOLCO'S
Convenient
Time
Payment
Account
hapinsiy8
heat relief
-1/ V V V
heat wave
relief
tecaccao
Model Ott P49 2
Whirlpool
air conditioner is lightweight,
plugs in any adequately wired
household outlet,easy to install
• 5,000 BTU AHAM-certified capacity Why pay more?
• Aluminum cabinet resists rust-out 
'Buy today,
be cool tonight.• 
Dehumidifies as it cools
• Permanent, washable filter
95
8 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD BUY AT WORM
NO SERVICE CONTRACTS TO BUY
o LOWEST PRICES ° FREE DELIVERY
o FACTORY SERVICE
o YOU DEAL ONLY WITH WOOLCO
o LOW FINANCING ° NO TRADE IN NEEDED ° SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
3230 JACKSON AVE. 1 EASTGATE
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State Department Assigns Nine
To 1969 Summer Intern Program
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Nine members of minority
groups are among the 32 sum-
mer interns assigned to the
Department of State for 1969.
The group includes five Ne-
groes, two I ndians, one
Spanish-American, and one
OrientaL
The Summer Intern Program
is designed to permit out-
standing college juniors and
seniors to work as aides in the
Department of State's various
bureaus. The Interns general-
ly have expressed an interest
in future employment with the
State Department.
Candidates should preferably
be majoring in subjects ap-
plicable to Foreign Service,
which i n eludes economics,
area studies, government, poli-
tical science and the physical
sciences.
The Interns serve 12 weeks
and are appointed as Foreign
Staff Officers Class 9 at sala-
ries between $5,742 and $6,509.
Further information about
the Summer Intern Program
may be obtained by writing to:
Department of State, Director,
Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Program, Room 7332,
Washington, D. C., 20520.
The Summer Interns are:
Vaughn R. Blake of San
Francisco, a student at the
University of Redlands, major-
ing in international relations.
He is assigned to the office
of NATO and Atlantic Political-
Military Affairs.
Humberto Blanco of Miami,
Fla., who was graduated from
the University of Florida
with a bachelor of arts degree
In political science, is assign-
ed to the Public Affairs staff.
John F. Dugas, of Wash-
ington, D. C., a graduate of
Marietta College with a bache-
lor of arts degree in history,
is assigned to the Office of
Media Services.
Benjamin Hanley of Temple,
Arizona, a law student at Ari-
zona State University, is as-
signed to the Office of Avia-
tions Programs and Policy Di-
vision.
Audrey Y. lchinose of Hono-
lulu, Hawaii, a European his-
tory major at the University
of Berkeley, is assigned to the
Office of the Special Assistant
for Refugee and Migration Af-
fairs.
Michael Peay, a student at
John Hopkins School of Ad-
vanced International Studies
majoring in international re-
lations for the region of Africa,
is assigned to the Office of the
Country Director, Western Af-
fairs.
Wilbur Spotted Wolf of
Minot, N. D., who was grad-
uated from Minot State College
with a bachelor of arts degree
in social science, is assigned
to the OECD Community and
Atlantic Poli tical-Economic
Affairs.
Francis X. Taylor of Wash-
ington, D. C., a student at
Notre Dame majoring in gov-
ernment and international re-
lations, is assigned to the Of-
fice of the Country Director,
Germany.
Robert M. Walker of Vicks•
burg, Miss., a Ph.D. candidate
at the University of Mississippi
majoring in American
history, is assigned to the Of-
fice of Inter-African Affairs
Singing Sister Groups
To Observe
The Murphy and Rayborn
Sisters will celebrate their first
anniversary with a program
to begin Friday night, July 18,
at the Galatian Baptist Church
at Mississippi blvd. and Mston
St.
Guest soloists will be Mrs.
Iola Green, Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church; Miss Emily D a n-
ciridge, Union Baptist Church;
and Mrs. Estella Futrell, New
Jerusalem Baptist Church.
Singing groups scheduled to
participate are the Rising Sun
choir, Spirit of Pilgrim, Ray-
born Brothers and Golden
Travelers of Coldwater, Miss.
An acceptance will be given
by Mrs. A. P. Gaythos, a read-
ing by Miss Adene Lee, and
Mrs. Mary Johnson will be mis-
tress of ceremonies.
Participants on a program to
Anniversary
Coming from Hernando,
Miss., will be Desoto Coral,
Burnett Singers and Green Oli-
ver.
The Gospel Melody Tones
thwill close e anniversary at
W 
the Dean Hill Baptist Church
in Nesbitt, Miss., with the Rev.
C. G. Hugley as the host mini-
ster. Green Oliver, Jr., will be ocalmaster of ceremonies.
Officers for the singing group
are Mrs. Willie C. White, presi-
dent; Miss Elsie Rayborn, sec-
retary; Mrs. Hurm a Lee
Strong, treasurer: Mrs. Ethel
Ray Murphy, manager and pi-
anist; Miss Elaine Rayborn,
chaplain; and Misses Shara
and Minnie Rayborn, booking
managers.
Both programs are at 7:30
p.m. The public is invited.
be held on Sunday night, July
20, will be the Oakville Har• Mother
monies, the Southernairs, and
Mrs. Pearlie Knox of Greater
Lakeview.
Lane's Representatives
Attend Va. Conference
Early in June, Reverend D.
S. Cummingham, trustee of
Lane College, President C. A.
Kirkendoll, and Oneal Good-
rich, Dir e ctof of Develop-
ment, shared in a conference
on the concepts of the Cooper-
ative C o liege Development
Program plans.
Also attending the conference
were members of some twenty
or more c olleges and their
presidents, trustees and de-
velopment officers.
"This meeting emphasized
the cooperative spirit that must
exist at the campuses of
these colleges from an admin-
istrative stand point if we are
to be effective in our develop-
ment and expansion programs.
I believe at Lane College our
administrative family is aware
of the importance of this kind
of spirit, and many of Lane's
administrators have already
had great concern," Dr. Kir-
kendoll said.
This spring meeting was held
at the R. R. Moton Confer-
ence Center Capahosic, and
at Williamsburg, Virginia.
Dr. Herbert Wilson, Vice
President of the Phelps Stokes
Foundation, was in charge,
and directed all activities.
Local Red Cross Offers
A Free First Aid Class
The Memphis Area Chapter
of the American Red Cross has
announced a free class in
Standard First Aid to be held
at the chapter's headquarters,
1400 Central Avenue, beginning
Tuesday evening, July 15, at
7:00 p.m.
E. B. LeMaster, chairman
of the chapter's Safety Pro-
grams, said the class will
meet each Tuesday and Thurs-
day evening, from 7 until
9 p.m., through July 29.
Persons wishing to enroll
in the class need no previous
first aid training, and the
only cle3rge is a 75 cent text-
book fee. Completion of the
Standard course is required
before further Red Cross first
aid courses may be taken.
According to Mr. LeMaster,
the Standard First Aid course
covers all basic first aid pro-
cedures including: care of
wounds and control of bleed-
ing, a rt i ficial respiration,
bandaging and accident pre-
vention.
Persons interested in enroll-
ing in the course are asked to
call the Memphis Area Red
Cross at 272-9631.
Editor Will Speak
At Congregational
The Rev. C. Ray Dobbins,
editor of "The Cumberland
Presbyterian," will be the
guest speaker at the 11 a.m.
worship service of Second Con-
gregational United Church of
Christ on Sunday, July 20.
The church is located at 764
Walker ave. The public is in-
vited.
WITH
Spends
Her Vacation
With Two Sons
Mrs. Mose (Willye) Lewis.
Jr.. of 2022 Hubert ave. is
spending her vacation this
summer visiting her son s,
Mose Lewis III and Rodgers
Lewis.
Mose Lewis III and his wife,
Mrs. Elaine Lewis, live in
Washington where he is a stu-
dent in the Howard University
School of Law and his wife is
employed in one of the Gov-
ernment offices.
Rodger Lewis and his wife,
Mrs. Margaret Lewis, live in
Columbus, Ohio, where both
are teachers in the publi c,
school system.
Mrs. Lewis flew by jet air-
line to Columbus and will trav-
el to Washington, D. C. for
her visit with Mr. and M r s.
Mose Lewis.
At the end of July, Mrs. Lew-
is will return to Memphis. She
is also the mother of Mrs. Jan-
et Henson, Mrs. Rachelle Ty-
son and Mrs. Ruby Thompson,
all of Memphis.
ACCIDENT STUDY
NEW ORLEANS (UPI)
An in-depth study of 40 Louisi-
ana holiday accidents showed
that the type driver most in-
volved in such accidents was a
person in a familiar car, in
familiar territory, close to
home and in no hurry.
The study, by the American
Association, also showed that
60 per cent of the accidents oc-
curred in darkness and that
alcohol was a known factor in
40 per cent of the accidents.
CONGRESSWOMAN AND MINISTERS. . .
Bishop Joseph A. DurIck, Bishop of the Ro-
man Catholic Arch Diocese of Nashville and
Monsignor Joseph A. Leppert and Con-
gresswoman Chisholm pause for conversa-
tion after the Congresswoman's address
at the Co-Etle hraduation Dinner in the
Continental Ballroom of the Sheraton-Pea-
body Hotel.
th Only 100 Shopping Days
Red Cross Fills Bags
Although there are still over
100 shopping days until Christ-
mas, Santa has begun filling
his pack, with the help of the
Memphis Area Chapter of the
American Red Cross and its
Crittenden and De Soto County
units.
John A. Parsons, Islemphis
Area Chapter chairman, an-
nounced today that the local
Red Cross will send over 2,200
Christmas gift bags filled
with personal and recreational
items to U. S. Servicemen and
women serving in Vietnam as
a part of an American Red
Cross program which will pro-
vide a gift bag for every
American fighting man in
South Vietnam.
Mr. Parsons said this will
be the fourth consecutive year
that the Memphis Area Red
Cross has joined with other
Red Cross chapters across the
nation in filling the gift bags,
over 700,000 of which were
sent to American servicemen
and women last year.
The Memphis Area Red
Cross will furnish bags to be
filled b y loc at business
firms, clubs and organizations,
and will accept any items on
the a p p roved list which
groups would like to furnish.
The Memphis Area Chap-
ter's Crittenden County Unit
plans to fill 300 of the bags
and the De Soto County will
fill 250, according to Mr. Par-
sons.
Each gift bag will include
10 to 12 items. Items most
requested by the servicemen,
and the only items approved
for inclusion in the bags are
as follows: ballpoint pens
metal mirrors, bars of soap,
chewing gum, small address
books, nail clippers, combs.
WATER FROM VOLCANOES
MEXICO CITY — (UPI) —
Mexico City is tapping the two
volcanoes that tower over its
valley — for drinking water.
A system of pipelines is being
built to carry water from the
melting snows of the volcanic
peaks — Mt. Popocatepell and
Mt. Iztaccihuatl — to provide
drinking water for 400,000 resi-
dents of the east side of the
city.
"wash & dries", white cotton
socks, small packets of deter-
gent or soap powder, wind-
proof cigarette lighters, writ-
ing tablets with self-seal en-
velopes, pen size flashlights
with batteries, small pocket
knives, plastic soap cases, in-
flatable pillows,' plastic tooth-
brush or cigarette holders,
pocket calendars, small plastic
snapshot holders, terry cloth
wash cloths, small recording
tapes, kitchen or sandwich
size plastic bags, small tins
I of nuts or candies (not over 4
oz.), transistor radio batteries
1"x3" adhesive bandages and
pocket size games and puzzles,
playing cards etc.
Mr. Parsons said the items
are packed in re-usable cotton
bags which will be distributed
on Christmas Eve by Red
Cross workers assigned to
units and hospitals in Vietnam.
According to Mr. Parsons,
local individuals or groups
who would like to participate
in this program receive bags
from the Memphis Red Cross
Benefit Musical
Slated July 20
A musical program and king
and queen contest will be held
at the Pentecostal Baptist
Church at 1538 Norris rd. on
Sunday, July 20, at 3 p.m., and
the public is invited. It will
benefit the church building
fund.
Mrs. A. L London is the
sponsor, and Mrs. Adelaide
Lambert publicity chairman.
The Rev. C. A. Johnson is
minister of the church.
A new phrase is being kicked around these
days to describe the black people who are
being hired by many of the big companies.
They're being satirically referred to as
"window dressing" negroes. The meaning is
obvious. It's the black face that pops into view
suddenly and for no apparent reason in a tele-
vision commercial. It's the no-job job with
no sharply defined duties or responsibilities.
It's an office, a desk, a title and a salary.
Are these the goals of black youth? Is this the
inspiration, the hope and the promise held out
to black people? I don't think so. In spite of
the "window dressing" people and jobs, there
is some reality to be understood and believed.
There is a brand new world, here and now.
There is a Civil Rights Act passed by the
Federal government. There is opportunity,
however limited it may be at the moment.
But to really make it, black youth must
show he's not just as good as somebody else at a
job. He's got to be better. And to be better, he's
got to aim at a goal. Once aimed, he's got to
stay with it. When that job comes along, he
has to really dig in and learn it from the
bottom up, inside and out. That's the only way
to make it, no matter what color you are. I say,
play it straight so when they "change the
window" you'll still be there... not because
you're black but because you know what you're
doing. Let's face it...no job is worth a damn
if you're holding it because somebody is obey-
ing a law.
and obtain the required arti-
cles, fill the bags and return
them to Red Cross for shipping
or obtain -sufficient items to
fill a specific number of bags
and send the items to the
Red Cross for packing.
Local individuals, businesses,
church, civic or social groups
wishing to help in the pro-
gram are asked to call the
Memphis Area Red Cross at
272-9631, the Crittenden County
Unit in West Memphis at
735-7515, the De Soto County
Unit in Hernando at 368-6851,
or their local Red Cross chap-
ter.
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MILEX Places Stock
After Rapid Growth
Louis Alfieri, president of
MILEX, Inc., announced today
the completion of a private
placement of 180,000 shares of
Common Stock and 60,000 Com-
mon Stock Purchase Warrants
of MILEX.
Of the shares placed, 120,000
shares represent new financ-
ing for the company. The total
value of the placement was in
excess of $1,000,000. White
Weld and Company act as agent
for MILEX in this financing.
In less than two years from
the time of incorporation, LEX,
Inc. h a s fully developed
the operating structure of its
franchise system, having
awarded 136 MILEX Precision
Auto Tune-up Center fran-
chises.
Mr. Alfieri stated, "Our
rapid rate of growth has plac-
ed additional requirements on
our working capital, and we
feel that this new financing
will help to support a broad
program of expansion which
will permit MILEX to reach
record levels during the com-
ing eighteen months".
Mr. Alfieri concluded by say-
ing, "In addition to Alex Mar-
Ella, vice president of MILEX,
Inc., and Abraham Freed-
man, who are present mem-
bers of the Board of Directors,
Charles P. Neideg of White
Weld & Company and Thomas
McHugh of Pitcairn Company
will be elected to the board in
the near future".
Christian Club
To Plan For Tea
Members of the Christian
Service Club will meet in the
home of Mrs. Mlle B. McQueen
of 419 Webster on Sunday,
July 20, and all members are
asked to be present.
Mrs. Bettie Dotson, the presi-
dent, will preside, and plans
will be made for the club's
annual tea.
Mrs. Earnestine Roberts is
secretary of the club, and
Mrs. Jennie Dillion assistant
secretary.
Mrs. Willie Ade Clark is
reporter.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Ord*, Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
hieniphis, 71211•SS••
YOUR Cm/pew Asko Whet Yee Ask kr And
Caster Vast Yee Ms* or
41111111111111.11111ONISS
With $5 Additional Purchase
And Coupon Below
S‘ka la% SI ta 
Watt 
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VIODS
Beautiful
Aqua- Marine
Blue
GLASSWARE
Start Today To Build
A Complete Set
of This lovely
Classware. . See The
Big Display AT
Your Nig Star Store
.‹, .
,
ad You Receive
0U41
STAMPS
Mid-Americas Favorite
Gift Stomp 25 oz
25 oz. ICED TEA
GLASS
FREE
With this coupon & $5.00
odd! Slone' purcinsso„smcluding
tobacco , milk and froton
milk products . On• almost,
to a fondly.
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Actress Discusses' Blacks
B
e
ah Richards, o
n
e
 of the m
o
st highly 
a
c
claimed
a
ctresses in America, is also o
n
e
 of Hollywood's 
m
o
st
o
utspoken 
thespians. 
Recently 
at 
Universal 
Studios
for a
 
role 
a
s
 a
ctor D
o
n
 
Mitchell's a
u
nt in 
a
 s
egment
of 
the 
"Ironside" 
series 
titled 
"Alias 
M
r
.
 
Braith-
w
aite," the charming 
a
nd 
talented 
a
ctress had 
s
o
m
e
caustic, yet r
e
v
e
aling, c
o
m
m
e
n
t
s
 o
n
 the Black female
a
nd 
m
ale images being portrayed 
o
n
 
m
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vie 
a
nd 
T
V
s
c
r
e
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n
s
.
"
W
h
e
n
 it c
o
m
e
s
 to the film portrayal of 
w
o
m
a
n
-
hood," begins 
Miss 
Richards, 
"
o
n
e
 
m
u
st 
first 
c
o
n
-
sider the position 
of 
w
o
m
a
nhood in the c
o
u
ntry: the
W
D
I
A
 Cover Girl Finalists A
t
 R
e
v
u
e
W
D
I
A
 presented Eleven Mid
-South beauties a
s
 finalists at the July 5
Starlite Revue. 
Selected a
s
 the 1970 Cover Girl 
w
a
s
 Miss Forestine
Cook, a
 s
ophomore at L
a
n
e
 College a
nd r
e
sident 
of Memphis. 
First
Alternate is Miss Joyce 
A
skew, a
 
s
e
nior 
at Hamilton H
.
 S. Second
Alternate is Miss Donna Marie Purdy, a
 s
e
nior at Manassas.
From Left
-Marilyn 
T
a
y
l
o
r
 (Melrose), Joyce A
skew (Hamilton), Bonnie
Lynn Young (Mphs State), Forrestine Cook (1970 Cover Girl), 
Edna
Miller (Mphs 
State), Edna 
L
.
 Jones (Lane College), 
Myra 
O
w
e
n
s
(Spellman College), Sterline Hewlett (Lemoyne College)Vera McKinney
(Melrose), Brenda M
cCargo (Melrose) a
nd Donna Marie Purdy (Manassas)
Stansbury Photo.
if you k
n
o
w
 a
 g
u
y
w
h
o
 c
a
n
 give you a
 s
u
r
e
,
honest, trouble
-free
tune-up, you're lucky
if y
o
u
 don't, c
o
m
e
 to Milex
A
 great tune-up 
calls for 
a
 tune-up 
spe-
cialist. You'll find the best at Miles.
Miles 
has 
o
nly 
o
n
e
 business: tune-ups.
W
e
 
m
ake 4
0
 tests o
n
 your
e
ngine in 15 
minutes. W
e
m
ake these tests 
with the
finest electronic equipment
egrallaple. It Appldi take 
a
good 
m
e
chanic 
hours 
to
m
ake this m
a
n
y
 tests—if he
had hours to spend o
n
 your c
a
r
A
N
D
 O
N
L
Y
 
M
I
L
E
X
 G
U
A
R
A
N
T
E
E
S
 ITS
S
E
R
V
I
C
E
 A
N
D
 P
A
R
T
S
 F
O
R
 6
0
0
0
 M
I
L
ES
O
R
 1
2
0
 D
A
Y
S
—
W
H
I
C
H
-
E
V
E
R
 C
O
M
E
S
 FIRST
If 
you know 
a
 
good 
m
e
chanic, you're lucky. If you
don't, c
o
m
e
 to o
u
r
 place for
a
 guaranteed tune-up.
Immediate Drive In Service.
ilex
PreaSea WTI I
M
P
2408 Summer Avenue
324-3844
Nears: 
M
o
n
 
-Sat 1:31-5:311; T
h
u
s
 7:30-9:00
Ask 
alert 
o
u
r
 
air 
c
o
olitio fling 
s
e
r
vice
Screen Image
basic 
c
o
n
c
ept 
of 
w
o
m
a
nhood. The 
white 
w
o
m
a
n
 
is
largely 
a
 fiction; a
n
 
absolute 
c
o
n
c
ept. The 
'Adam's
rib' bit. A
nd of c
o
u
r
s
e
 it's difficult for a
 Black w
o
m
a
n
,
w
h
o
 has been a
 slave a
nd w
h
o
 has e
ndured e
v
e
ry o
ut-
r
age 
a
nd 
indignity 
a
nd 
e
v
e
ry 
s
uffdring 
that 
the
Black 
m
a
n
 has 
u
ndergone, to become a
 fiction.
"It's v
e
ry difficult because her e
xperience in life
is 
s
o
 
real 
a
nd 
she 
c
a
n
't just 
wipe it 
all 
a
w
a
y
 
a
s
though it n
e
v
e
,
 e
xisted a
nd play this 'lady' g
a
m
e
 that
the white m
a
n
,
 w
h
o
 c
o
ntrols the film industry, insists
that 
w
o
m
e
n
 a
r
e
.
 W
e
 know better.
"
W
e
 
w
e
r
e
 
chained in 
the 
slave 
ships just like
the 
m
a
n
;
 w
e
 
w
e
r
e
 
stood 
o
n
 the 
a
u
ction blocks just
like the 
m
e
n
;
 
w
e
 
w
e
r
e
 
beaten 
with 
the 
lash just
like the m
e
n
;
 a
nd w
e
 e
s
c
aped 
with the bloodhounds at
o
u
r
 heels just like the 
m
e
n
.
"
The Black 
w
o
m
a
n
 knows 
she's 
a
 human being
a
nd the fact of her being female has had 
v
e
ry little
to do with all of the qualifications the 
white m
a
n
 has
s
et up for w
o
m
a
nhood. All of those qualifications w
e
nt
to pieces when it c
a
m
e
 to 
u
s
.
"
W
h
e
n
 it 
c
o
m
e
s
 to 
s
c
r
e
e
n
 
portrayals, the 
m
a
n
s
ays to do it his 
w
ay, which is to s
ay, in 
effect. n
ot
o
nly that 
w
e
 
a
r
e
n
't 
w
o
m
e
n
,
 but that 
w
e
 
a
r
e
n
't hu-
m
a
n
.
 A
nd that's 
what's w
r
o
ng 
with the s
c
r
e
e
n
 image
of w
o
m
a
nhood. Those fictions 
w
e
 s
e
e
 o
n
 T
V
 
with the
blinking eyes a
nd that whole bit a
r
e
 lies. Vicious a
nd
terrifying lies..
"These a
r
e
 the lies that m
ake three o
ut of e
v
e
ry
five 
m
ales in 
Hdlly w
o
od females. So 
u
nless 
a
 Black
w
o
m
a
n
 c
a
n
 turn herself into this kind of fiction 
with
a
 great deal 
of c
o
n
viction, she 
simply has to 
a
c
c
ept
the fact 
that the 
whites in 
c
o
ntrol 
c
a
n
n
ot 
e
xplore
what her being is. 
She has to 
c
o
nform to 
what 
his
standards 
of 
w
o
m
a
nhood 
a
r
e
.
"
O
n
 the other hand, w
e
 know he doesn't 
really
a
c
c
ept this fiction 
himself. N
o
t
 
deep 
down 
inside
himself. After 
all, 
after the 
c
o
u
ntless 
children 
he's
bad 
with Black 
w
o
m
e
n
,
 he knows about kenuine 
w
o
-
m
a
n
e
s
s
.
 So the 
whole 
s
c
r
e
e
n
 image becomes 
a
 kind
of 
w
eird 
e
xploration in hypocricy."
W
h
e
n
 it c
o
m
e
s
 to the Black 
a
ctor, Miss Richards
feels that his situation is little better, if at all.
"It s
e
e
m
s
 to 
m
e
 that the Black 
a
ctor has fallen
into a
 terrible a
nd terrifying pit 
—
 a
s
 a
 
m
a
n
.
 H
e
 has
s
u
c
c
u
mbed to the 
n
otion 
of guile. H
e
 has s
u
c
c
u
mbed
to the fiction 
of 
w
o
m
a
n
 
a
nd 
n
ot the 
reality 
-
-
 
which
he knows, a
nd 
which he knows his 
w
o
m
a
n
 knows.
"
H
e
 c
a
n
n
ot 
e
s
c
a
p
e
 
it. So he has gone lickity
split 
o
v
e
r
 to the 
white 
w
o
m
a
n
 because he 
s
e
e
m
s
 to
n
e
ed this fiction in 
o
rder to s
u
r
vive a
nd to stand 
up.
In the process of doing this, he has himself become
a
 kind 
of 
-fiction, taking 
up 
the pitiful 
c
r
utches 
of
body, pseudo 
m
a
s
ulinity, etc.
"In 
effect, 
then, 
the 
Black 
a
ctor 
has 
largely
c
o
m
e
 to a
c
c
ept this n
e
w
 iimage of himself whites a
r
e
putting 
o
n
 
the 
s
c
r
e
e
n
.
 B
u
t
 
n
ot the Black 
m
a
n
 
A
s
 
a
group. The Black 
actor. in 
o
rder to get 
ahead in the
white 
m
a
n
'
s
 
w
o
rld, 
has 
s
e
e
mingly 
a
c
c
epted 
the
image. We've always been 
w
atchers because 
s
u
r
vival
demanded that.
"
W
e
 know 
what the 
m
a
n
 
w
a
nts. W
e
 know 
what
he has 
to have. W
e
 know 
that 
when 
he's 
w
alking
down the 
street in Mississippi he 
w
a
nts to be 
called
mister, s
o
 
w
e
 
call him 
mister to 
stay 
alive 
a
n
other
day. I'm 
s
aying that to 
m
e
 it s
e
e
m
s
 that 
the 
Black
Black 
a
ctor has been 
able to s
ay 
mister; he's 
been
able to do 
what whitey 
w
a
nts done o
n
 the s
c
r
e
e
n
.
"
In 
addition, Miss Richards points to
.
 the 
s
e
x
u
al-
ity factor 
a
s
 integral 
part of the 
overall 
image 
of
a
ctor has been: able to s
ay 
mister; he's been
.
 able ;to
do what whitey viarits done o
n
 the s
c
r
e
e
n
.
"
ity factor a
s
 a
n
 integral part of the overall image of
fluence o
n
 their portravalsx
-
"
They 
have 
problems 
_identifying 
s
e
x
u
ally, 
of
c
o
u
r
s
e
.
 If you 
c
a
n
't identify in life, how the hell 
a
r
e
you 
going to 
do it in a
 
film? 
It's 
impossible. 
The
m
a
n
 finds himself 
n
ot a
 
m
a
n
,
 a
nd 
when he gets 
o
n
stage 
a
nd is put in the position 
of being 
o
n
e
 it be-
c
o
m
e
s
 a
s
 u
n
r
e
al a
s
 the role he plais in life.)
Move Tom Mboya's Body To Prevent Rioting
70 Already Injured
After Row With Cops
B
y
 
J
O
H
N
 
P
L
A
T
T
E
R
N
A
I
R
O
B
I
 
—(UPI) 
—
 
Gov-
e
r
n
m
e
n
t
 
officials 
W
ednesday
r
e
m
o
v
ed 
the 
body 
of 
slain 
po-
litical leader 
T
o
m
 
Mboya from
a
 
church 
to 
a
v
oid 
n
e
w
 
rioting
between 
rival 
tribesmen.
Clashes 
between 
police 
a
nd
demonstrators 
o
utside 
H
 o
 1 y
F
a
mily 
Cathedral 
T
u
e
sday 
left
70 persons injured 
a
nd 
a
 
close
friend 
of 
Mboya 
dead.
The 
government 
abandoned
plans 
to 
leave 
the 
body 
lying
in state then 
m
o
v
e
 it by hearse
300 
miles 
a
 c
r
o
s
s
 
K
e
n
y
a
 
to
Mboya's h
o
m
e
 
c
o
u
ntry for buri-
al.G
o
v
e
r
n
m
e
n
t
 
s
o
u
r
c
e
s
 
said
Mboya's body 
w
o
uld 
be 
r
u
shed
to 
H
o
m
a
 
o
n
 
L
ake 
Victoria 
for
burial.
Mboya, 38, 
minkter 
of 
E
c
o
-
n
o
mic 
Planning, 
w
a
s
 
shot 
to
death in 
a
 
drugstore in 
Nairo-
bi Saturday.
The 
government 
had 
previ-
o
u
sly 
forbidden 
the 
public 
to
view 
Mboya's 
body. 
-
N
e
a
r
 
rioting 
broke 
o
ut 
dur-
ing 
the 
R
o
m
a
n
 
Catholic 
Requi-
e
m
 
M
a
s
s
 for 
Mboya 
T
u
e
sday.
Police 
fired 
tear 
gas 
into 
a
c
r
o
wd 
of 
demonstrators 
that
ringed 
the 
church.
Agip Singh 
Sandhu, 
w
h
o
 had
just 
placed 
a
 
w
r
e
ath 
at 
the
m
a
s
s
,
 died 
of 
s
uffocation from
the 
tear 
gas. 
H
e
 
w
a
s
 
a 
close
friend 
of Mboya.
Africa Mourns The
Death Of Kenya's
Angry Young Man'
The 
a
s
s
a
s
sin's 
bullets 
that
c
ut down 
K
e
nya's 
T
o
m
 
Mboya
killed 
o
n
e
 
of 
e
m
e
rging 
E
a
st
Africa's 
m
o
s
t
 dynamic 
political
figures—an 
"
a
n
g
r
y
 
young 
m
a
n
'
w
h
o
 took 
his lessons from 
Lin-
c
oln 
a
nd 
Churchill 
a
nd 
u
s
ed
them 
to 
help 
shape 
a
 
n
e
w
 
n
a
-
tion.
Mboya 
r
o
s
e
 
from 
a
 
back-
ground 
of plantation life 
pover-
ty 
a
nd 
initial 
training 
as 
a
s
a
nitary 
inspector 
to 
become
a
 
leading 
s
p
okesman 
in 
what
he 
c
alled 
"
u
ndiluted 
democ-
r
a
c
y
"
—
 
m
e
a
ning 
African 
r
ule
in 
K
e
n
y
a
.
"
L
e
t
 
u
s
 
m
a
k
e
 
o
u
r
 
o
w
n
 
mis-
takes," he 
s
aid 
o
n
c
e
,
 
"
B
u
t
 let
u
s
 
take 
c
o
mfort 
in 
the 
know-
ledge 
that 
they 
a
r
e
 
o
u
r
 
o
w
n
mistakes."
Mboya, 
a
 
stocky 
m
a
n
 
with
s
ad 
eyes 
who 
c
o
uld be describ-
ed paradoxically 
a
s
 likeably 
a
r
-
r
ogant, died 
barely 
m
o
r
e
 
than
a
 
m
o
n
th 
short 
of 
his 
39th
birthday.
This 
year he 
w
a
s
 billed 
a
s
 
a
strong 
.
c
o
ntendei 
for 
K
e
nya's
presidency.
Mboya 
w
a
s
 
born 
o
n
e
 
of 
12
children 
o
n
 
a
 
Sisal 
plantation.
His father 
w
a
s
 B
o
m
a
n
 Catholic.
Later, 
Mboya 
w
o
uld 
describe
himself a
s
 a
 good 
christian 
w
h
o
w
a
s
 
"brought 
up 
a
 
Catholic,
but 
today 
I 
don't 
follow 
those
things."
His 
education 
w
a
s
 
c
ut 
short
when, 
at 
the 
age 
of 
16. 
his
father lost his job. 
Mboya 
r
o
s
e
to 
the 
position 
of 
s
a
nitary 
in-
spector, but his 
spare hours 
of
r
e
ading 
B
o
oker 
T
.
 
Washington
a
nd 
Abaraham 
Lincoln 
a
nd
Winston 
Churchill 
filled 
him
with dreams for 
a
 
n
e
w
 
K
e
n
y
a
.
T
o
m
 
M
b
o
y
a
T
o
m
 
Mboya, w
a
s
,
 without question, 
o
n
e
 
of the
best 
trained 
m
e
n
 
a
m
o
n
g
 the 
n
e
w
 
African 
political
leaders. H
e
 had 
a
 
scholarly bearing 
a
nd 
a
 
scholarly
approach 
to 
the 
v
e
x
aious 
problems 
that 
beset 
his
Kenya. His popularity 
a
nd the high 
r
egard in 
which
he w
a
s
 held by the intellectuals 
at home a
nd 
abroad
gave 
rise 
to 
a
-kind 
of local 
e
n
vy 
that 
ultimately
s
n
uffed 
o
ut his life.
H
e
 
w
a
s
 
r
egarded by 
m
a
n
y
 
a
s
 Kenya's greatest
hope for the future. H
e
 w
a
s
 a
cquiring a
 political base
of s
u
ch 
m
agnitude that n
othing but death 
could have
prevented 
him from 
becoming 
his 
nation's 
chief
e
x
e
c
utive. Y
o
u
ng, o
nly 38 years 
old, hard 
w
o
rking,
a
nd passionately 
nationalistic, Mboya had the s
u
a
vity
a
nd grace 
of a
 s
e
a
s
o
n
ed 
statesman.
A
s
 Minister 
of Planning 
a
nd 
Economic 
Affairs,
Mboya gave to his a
rduous task 
r
e
s
o
u
r
c
efulness 
a
nd
perception of the highest o
rder. It w
a
s
 his u
nderstand-
-
 jig 
of 
Africans. a
nd 
Africa's. ultimate destiny 
that
e
n
abled him to keep tribal feuds to a
 
minimum.
Most 
government 
officials, in 
Africa 
a
s
 
else-
where, follow 
the general pattern 
of personal 
a
mbi-
tions a
nd s
elf-agrandizement. They u
s
u
ally place their
o
w
n
 
c
a
r
e
e
r
s
 
above 
n
ational interests. 
N
o
t
 
s
o
 
with
Mboya. H
e
 
w
a
s
 
a
 dedicated 
m
a
n
 
who 
labored 
u
n
-
sparingly 
to 
r
e
structure Kenya's 
e
c
o
n
o
mic base 
a
nd
fashion the n
ation in direct ratio to its m
ultiple n
e
eds
•
il 
a
spirations.
W
a
ving 
their 
a
r
m
s
,
 
m
e
mbers
of the L
u
o
 tribe demonstrate in
front 
of 
Holy 
F
a
mily 
Catholic
Cathedral 
in 
K
e
n
y
a
 
where 
the
body 
of 
slain leader T
o
m
 
Mbo-
s
a
 laid. Rioting injured 70 per-
s
o
n
s
 including 
a
 
close friend 
of
the 
slain 
leader 
which 
forced
goseniment 
officials 
to 
m
o
v
e
the 
body 
to 
prevent 
m
o
r
e
 
riot-
ing. (CPI Telephoto)
Mrs. M
b
o
y
a
 In A
u
t
o
Crash During Funeral
N
A
I
R
O
B
I
 
—
 (UPI) 
—
 ?
a
m
ela 
Mbos a
,
 
wife 
of 
a
s
s
a
s
si
n
at-
ed 
K
e
n
y
a
n
 leader T
o
m
 
Mboya, e
ntered 
a
 
hospital 
briefly
after 
her 
c
a
r
 
c
r
a
shed 
into 
a
 
police 
e
s
c
o
rt guiding 
a
 
two-
mile funeral c
o
rtege..bearing_her busban.d's hods 
to its buri-
al plate.
A
 
m
atron 
at the 
W
a
r
 
M
e
m
o
rial hospital in 
N
akura 
s
aid
M
r
s
.
 
Mboya 
w
a
s
 
given 
a 
mild 
s
edative, 
a
 
c
up 
of lea 
a
nd
I
-
r
ayed for knee injuries before traveling 
o
n
 
with the 
e
st.
lege.
The 
a
c
cident 
o
c
c
u
r
r
ed 
when 
the (anti
-al 
procession 
w
a
s
?4 
miles 
o
utside 
Nairobi in 
the 
rolling 
hills 
of 
the 
white
highlands. It 
w
a
s
 o
n
 its 
w
a
y
 to the 
village 
of N
o
m
a
 
o
w
 lake
Victoria 
where 
a
 
boat 
will 
take 
Mboya 
to 
his 
a
a
c
e
stra'
homeland 
o
n
 
Busing& 
Island.
A
 
c
a
r
 
c
a
r
rying 
a 
m
e
m
b
e
r
 
of parliment. M
g
e
y
o
 Onyanno,
s
m
a
shed 
Into 
•
 police 
e
s
c
o
rt 
a
nd 
a
n
other 
c
a
r
 piled into ibe
w
r
e
ck.
M
r
s
.
 
Mboya 
traveled 
with 
her 
brother
-in law. 
Allal•olle
Akukr, a
nd 
his 
wife. 
All three 
w
e
r
e
 tweeted for 
shock 
a
nd
Akuku had 
X-rays taken 
of his 
w
e
ek.
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Is There A United Black Front?
There is a growing awakening
among members of the white
society of the meaning of the black
revolution. They are just now be-
ginning to realize that the Negro
movement is the single most dy-
namic force in American 
society.
Though there is no united 
black
front on the various issues 
which
are being articulated by 
various
leaders, there is; however, a con-
sensus on the ultimate objective to
be attained.
Freedom, justice, equity are the
underpinnings of every effort to-
ward recognition and full citizen-
ship. Whether the effort is direct-
ed toward justice in the courts, or
toward a separate black economy
or church reparations, the aim is
the same in the final analysis.
It was the ability to state this
social triangle in clear rhetorical
language, that established Martin
Luther King's pre-eminence as the
genius of the civil rights move-
ment. The very magnetism of his
personality, his deep sense of moral
mission and the forceful logic at
his command made him a most el-
oquent symbol of all the aspirations
of the Negro people.
But King is dead. No longer
is-there that unity of purpose that
catapulted him on the forefront of
the freedom movement. And the
voices that are being raised.
though not as sonorous as his, are,
just the same, honest and purpose-
ful.
f
A diversity has been created.
The civil rights forces are scatter-
ed. They are fighting on different
fronts, but they are fighting the
same enemy. The emphasis on
Black Power is paying off in the
election of black city-mayors in the
North as well as in the Deep South.
And the energy of those who are
demanding church reparations has
not been wasted. Responsible
chuech leaders are taking the
the matter under advisement. Some
churches have already committed
themselves to a program of econo-
mic adjustment in line with the de-
mands made upon them.
Some of the programs which
are in head-on collision with real-
ity are petering out. Black capital-
ism as an answer to slum poverty,
a separate black state to shore up
black power and repatriation to
Africa are fast receding into the
background. The rationale behind
them is superb, but it carries nei-
ther substance nor a blueprint for
structural evolution.
Thus far there has been no
virulent clashes among black lead-
ers of different social orientation.
That sort of a challenge may never
come either openly or deeply. It is
a dangerous schism which must be
avoided at all costs. What is admir-
able and healthy about the splinter
groups is the realization that black
power-economic and political-is the
only sure means of hauling the
black man out of the quicksand of
povert y and second-class citizen-
ship.
The Black Manifesto
Social action to be effective
must rest on the solid rock of real-
ity. It must supplement its logic
with historical accounting. and it
must above all interlace its catech-
ism with the urgency of the time.
The Black Manifesto adopted
by the National Black Economic
Development Conference, in De-
troit on April 26, is remarkable for
its perception of an unfulfilled ob-
ligation of the Christian Church to
the indigent black society.
Though the demands therein
are not couched in fashionable
words or etched in elegant rhetoric,
the genius of the document lies in
its discovery of the debt owed by re-
ligious organizations to the exploit-
ed black masses.
Some segment of the black
ministry is violently opposed to
the reparation concept. But, no,
strong, convincing argument has
been advanced against the Mani-
festo's historical framework of re-
ference. The demands upon white
churches and synagogues have
their antecedence in America's
early social history when the white
church used its pulpit and diverted
its spiritual engem to support the
institution of slavery. By its policy
of racial segregation, the Christian
Church has helped to perpetuate
the practice of a divided society --
one white ,one black -- to which the
Kerner Report made allusion.
Thus, the historical ground on
which the Black Manifesto stands
cannot be successfully challenged.
Though the method used to foster
its objectives may seem crude, and
is crude, it is doubtful that a more
refined procedure could have com-
manded the attention of hard boil-
ed preachers and priests and
wrought the results already in
evidence. Most churches have, per-
haps painfully, recognized the his-
torical validity of the Manifesto's
claims and some have gone so far
as to allocate funds toward the ful-
fillment of the demands for re-
parations. Those which have reject-
ed the Manifesto have agreed to in-
crease their financial support of
their parochial or denominational
social service establishment.
Just as the black militants on
the college campuses have forced
open the door of opportunity for
Negro student as well teachers, the
activists behind the Manifesto are
causing the Christian Church to
reappraise its policy, re-examine its
social conscience in the light of the
imperatives of the hour.
We may disagree with the
procedural format of the Manifes-
to, but we cannot challenge the fact
that it has forced a significant sec-
tor of the American society to re-
think its position on the great
moral questions of the day, and
expiate its past sins as a commit-
ment to a new social order. The
Church is the bulwark of the
American society. Government
alone cannot repair the damage
done to black America.
r BELIEVE rr OR NMI.'
MY VIEW
The Doors Are Wide Open
President Nixon is in the mid-
dle. The Southern boys will see to
it that he keeps his word on soften-
ing the Johnson guidelines. Nixon
led every Southerner to believe that
if he were elected President no funds
would be cut off in any district for
not living up to the guidelines. Now
he must face the Southerner who
will not let
Nixon rest on
this score.
Strom Thur-
mond is quot-
ed as saying
t o Souther-
ners that
Nixon is a
segregationist
and that he
and George
Wallace are
not far apart in their views on race.
Certainly Mr. Nixon knows
that if a dozen or more school dis-
tricts are given another year to
desegregate their districts, he will
have to grant it to many more. He
also knows that if he does this, it
will slow up the process of integra-
tion all across the board.
There will be others who have
agreed to desegregate in Septem-
ber but will renege now — certain-
ly some of them will. The South
does not believe the President is
going to do anything anyway, so
why follow the guide lines. Nixon
doesn't believe in cutting off funds
from a school district, so what can
the Federal Government do! The
Federal Government through its
Justice Department is not going to
jail school officials. If no money is
withdrawn, recalcitrant school dis-
tricts will do as they nlease.
It looks as if the Federal
Government is going to do nothing
to get the job of integrating the
schools finished. Suppose HEW and
the Justice Department take the of-
ficials of a school district to court,
what will the court do with them?
District officials who believe in se-
gregation will gladly go to court
knowing perfectly well that nothing
will be done to them. If the un-
believeable would happen and dis-
trict officials were convicted they
would become heroes. So if no
money is cut off from a district,
the Government has no power and
nothing is left to Federal officials
except to plead and beg local offi-
cials to comply. If the offenders
were Negroes, they would in all
probability be made to comply and
if they did not they would be put
behind iron bars.
In all candor, I raise two ques-
tions: Is Mr. Nixon carrying out
campaign committments and really
believes that if given more time
school distficts will really dese-
gregate? Does he think school dis-
tricts need more than fifteen years?
If fifteen years are not enough,
Sixteen won't be enough, twenty
won't be enough. The strategy of
the South is to slow down the move
-to desegregate the schools to a zero
noint. Number two, could it really
be that Mr. Nixon is truly a segre-
gationist and is opposed to desegre-
gating the schools? It might well
be. His chief, Mr. Eisenhower gave
me the impression that he was a
segregationists. He testified against
dPsegregating the army. He kept
silent on the May 17, 1954 Deci-
sion of the U.S. Supreme Court. As
I think Eisenhower believed in se-
vregation, we might Well believe
that Mr. Nixon does too.
Point Of View
LeMoyne-Owen College is
one of the finest institutions
of higher learning in its class
in the United States.
Before LeMoyne and Owen
Colleges merged, each had
made impressively good records
of service to the black youth
of Memphis, the Mid-South and
the nation.
LeMoyne's record of longe-
vity and service ranks in the
class with such traditionally
black institutions as Fisk.
Talladega, Tougaloo and How-
ard, among others.
Owen College was the black-
mid-South's answer to the in-
creasing need for junior col-
leges.
LeMoyne-Owen College is
a good school. It has successful
and outstandirg graduates all
over the United States and the
world. Its academic standards
are high.
LeMoyne-Owen grad uates
can match any in the United
States. The school through its
faculty and curriculum has
become one of the top small
colleges in the country.
And don't forget, good small
colleges usually mean a good,
solid education, and in some
cases a superior education,
because teachers in these in-
stances devote more time to
individual students.
Now all of this has been
said to call attention to the
important fact that Lemoyne-
Owen College has launched a
capital fund drive, and the
goal has been set at $1,908,000.
Some of top business leaders
are spearheading the drive.
including Wallace E. Johnson,
president of Holiday Inns of
America, as chairman; Ed-
mund Orgill, former mayor:
the Rev. L. Hooks, former
Criminal Court judge, and
others too numerous to list
here.
Since some of our most
outstanding leaders are
recognizing the importance of
LeMoyne-Owen College, it's
impressive to see them back
up their appreciation In a
financial way.
When the goal is reached,
LeMoyne-Owen will erect a
science a n d m a thematics
learning center at a cost of
$1.300,000, refurnish and air
condition Steele Hall, refurn-
ish Brownlee Hall, and buy
fixtures and other equipment.
Alumni of the college and
just plain every day citizens,
regardless of whether nor not
they attended the college,
ought to get on the bandwagon
and help in the count-up,
starting from the ground up.
That's the point of view.
IMP Big ParadeNote Significance
Of Charles Evers'
I Rise To Power
By LOUIS MIN
(Editor - Sengstacke liiisilspapers)
You have to have first haatknowledge of the
state of Mississippi to appreciatnhe significance of
the rise of Charles Evers. The nevt mayor of Fayette
deserves all the tributes he is getCng from the press
and general public.
Mississippi is not only an- ugly piece of geo-
graphy; it represents also an uglylatate of mind. For
centuries Mississippi whites havg maintained an iron
curtain between the races and :the very concept of
equality or brotherhood has been Li dream to blacks and
a nightmare to whites.
A liberal white native of the state was once re-
garded as a freak or a subversive. In the eyes of
whites any black man who dared to stand up and fight
the system had to be crazy. -
Everyone is familiar with the lynchings and as-
sassinations of blacks and whites in Mississippi who
had the courage to try to open up its closed society.
The brother of Charles Evers, Met:1)w, sacrificed his
life in the cause of human decenCi.
If blacks can make progress-and climb to political
power in Mississippi there is ground for hope and faith
in American democracy. The rise. of Charles Evers
to a position of influence and power in the state has,
therefore, national significance. -
I remember a meeting several years ago in which
Charles Evers and his associate, Dr. Aaron Henry,
sought to convince the Democratie wheels in Washing-
ton that the National Democratic _Committee should
overthrow the white bigots who -controlled the party
in the state. They recognized that the Mississippi De-
mocrats in power operated as if the national party
did not exist and couldn't care leas what the National
Committee said or did.
They were advised to go back home and build a
grass roots political base among blacks and any liberal
whites they could find. Thanks to the 1965 Voting
Rights Act, the door was finally opened for serious
political action with some protection against the
bigots who never hesitated to use violence and mur-
der to keep blacks from "interfering" in politics which
was regarded as "white folks' business."
The gallant fight the Mississippi Freedom Demo-
crats made at the 1964 convention of the party in
Atlantic City led to the adoption by the national party
of new guidelines to assure fair_play for blacks. A
special commission headed 133F —Governor Richard
Hughes of New Jersey helped giforce these guide-
lines.
None of the efforts of the rational party would
have been meaningful, however i Charles Evers and
his associates did not succeed in building up power in
their own back yard in Mississippi.
It is the old, time-worn acimlnition which Book-
er T. Washington summed up in that famous phrase,
"cast down your bucket where -you are."
Our young people who are 4eep- ly disillusioned and
full of cynicism about the future of the black man in
America would do well to take a trard look at Charles
Evers. _
_
His own brother was murdered in the fight for
freedom. He could have fled tbezstate, opted out of
the fight for justice for his neighbors, or become a
gun-toting revolutionary seeking vengeance against
whitey. The fact that he chose to carry on his broth-
er's work with the NAACP reveals something of his
character.
The new mayor is a warm, handsome black man
who is a keen student of human nature. He has
made it his business to know and understand the
feelings, the thoughts, the hopes and the fears of
Mississippians, black and white alike.
Full of vigor, quick-witted stsvd articulate, Mayor
Evers has developed a philosophy which embraces
self-confidence and complete Lanmitment to his
ideals. Optimism runs deep, in his being and all you
have to do to charge him up is lo tell him something
NM
cannot be done.
Like the late Dr. Martin Lather King, the new
mayor is an angry black man who never becomes
blinded by personal malice. It j4 a righteous anger
and not the corroding racist herd which seems to
be distorting the vision of too...zaany of our young.
It is the anger which leads to constructive action
rather than hatred which paralyzes the mind and
leads to self-destruction.
Mayor Evers knows ours may not be the best
of all possible worlds, but it is the only one we have.
He learned early the truth of the saying President
Lyndon Johnson uses so often, "Any jackass can kick
a barn down, but it takes a carpenter to build one."
As one travels around America and sees the
great potential of black people- —with so many rich
natural gifts, one cannot help feeling that we could
give white racism a mortal blow if we developed more
carpenters and fewer jackasses.
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ERMA LEE LAWS
He who knows not, And
liows not that he knows not,
's a fool — shun him, He who
nows not, And knows not, Is
child — teach him, He who
nows And knows not that he
flows, Is asleep — wake him.
le who knows, And knows that
t• knows Is wise — follow
m." Persian Proverb.
Summer Jottings . . The.
phas in an attempt to escape
ie summer sweltering tern
l'sratures took to Barbee Farm
mday for a picnic that includ-
Ni their better halves, childre
.nd some special friends. They
ndulged in games, horseback
iling, fishing, and just the
trill of being with each other.
'Iced fare was barbecued chic-
barbecued shoulder, spa-
: )etti, slaw, and beverages.
Ernest Young is the president
,f this aggregation.
Mollie Fields, her Marilyn,
Villie Henry and the A. V. Bal.
!,Idges were on hand for
'hitnes Evers' Mayoral Inau-
titration in Fayette. 'Twas a
1)mecoming for Mollie who
soils from "them" parts.
Fred and Delores Thompson
Jaye been here from St. Louis
visiting their relatives . . .
he Bradfords on Latham.
Gretta and Philip Sadler, IV, pecting you at their Psyche-
singed it here from Yokohoma4delic Afro Mini Dance-In, Fri-
r.zpan via Hawaii to visit her day July at the Club Rosewood.
3 .rents, the Issac Whittakers. The time is 10 p.m. Willean
' hil was an auditor for Uncle Patterson Is proxy of this
Lawyer's Student Civil Rights
Research Council which re-
cruits law students during the
summer months and assigns
them to law offices around the
country that engage in civil
rights work.
Atty. Otis Higgs, is president
of the local chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
Jewel Hulbert attended the
wedding of a cousin in Chicago,
recently.
Maxine and Vasco Smith,
their Smitty and friend, Tank
Sugarmon, Ruth and Robert
Lewis, t heir daughter Sharon
and her friend Carol Earls,
Harriet and Maceo Walker and
their daughter Candy and her
friend Cynthia Mayweather
and their sister and brother-in-
law, Lucille and Mathew Glo-
ver from Chicago spent several
days in a respite from the
sweltering heat in the Ozarks.
And it was off to Europe for
teenager Melody McWilliams,
daughter of Leo and Mary Mc-
Williams and Rosalyn Willis,
college coed is vacationing in
Spain. Her mom. Annie Laurie
and aunt and uncle. Cecelia
and Lawrence Westley are
sunning it up in Nassau.
The Pals Social Club is ex-
ern and Gretta was a school- group
o arm during their tenure of Brown
iuty in the Orient. They're And
low in Wilmington, Del., with Alpha
us folks, the Philip Sadlers has an
11I. dance
Then U.S. Air Force Staff August
S11. Johnny and Clarisa Wyatt Get It.
and their daughter Pamela Basileus
v ere here from their post in The
New Mexico. C things
Elsie Alexa nder, came
through here from Atlanta
where she attended a seminar
of the American Society of Ra-
dielogic Technologists to visit
her Godson Roy Whalum 111a
his folks, Tillie and Harold and
'skipper. She's from Los Ange-
les.
Mattie and Jessie Horne
om Cleveland visited her
oarents, the Miles Lisenbees,
nd her brother and sister in
Hiw, Martha and Arthur Earl
Horne. Traveling in their en-
lourage were their daughters,
Pamela, a coed at Western Re-
serve University; Shelia and
Patricia. Also included in
their itinerary was a stop in
Springfield.
And Atty. D'Anny Bailey
spoke out at Southwestern Uni-
versity at the meeting of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
He's now an attorney with the
0E0 in San Francisco. An ar-
ticulate speaker, we recall
when he was a teen reporter
for WLOK while attending
Booker T. Washington High and
squiring some of the Co-Ettes
around. He's the son o f the
Walter Baileys and brother
of Atty. Walter Bailey, Jr. A
graduate of Boston University
and Yale University School. of
Law, he's also secretary of the
TRY,
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WANT AD
IN THE
LASSIFIE
SECTION
Tri-state
Defender
2 Lines  2 weeks
Only SI  DO
Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cosh-in on anything you
have for sale 
Homes for Children August 3.
And Cora Reid, Jeraldine
Taylor, Halcyon Martin and
Terrance Pointer were off for
Europe Wednesday. They will
tour Europe and attend a
church meeting in Zurich,
Switzerland.
Jesse Epps, Special Assis-
tant to the International Presi-
dent of the AFSCME AFL-CIO
will speak in London next week.
AT NATIONAL CONCLAVE
Sensitivity Training
To Be Offered Deltas
WASHINGTON, D. C. — An
unusual and important aspect
of the 30th National Convention
of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc., a
public service sorority, will be
sensitivity training sessions for
all delegates.
Baltimore, Md., is the host
city for the Aug. 10-16 Conven-
tion.
Now in its 56th year, Delta
Sigma Theta is a national or-
ganization of 50,000 college-
trained, predominantly black
women. Delta has 344 active
chapters in 42 states and. two
foreign countries.
Mrs. Frankie M. Freeman,
national president of Delta, ex-
plained that sensitivity train-
ing is an educational experi-
ence designed to increase an
individual's awareness of her
inner feelings and of the im-
pact she has to others, espe-
cally in dealing with crucial
and controversial social issues.
"These sensitivity training
sessions will enable members
of Delta Sigma Theta to take
home ideas and techniques
which they can translate into
effective action for change in
their communities," Mrs. Free-
man said.
Six hours of sensitivity train-
ing will be available to all re-
gistered delegates. The s e s-
sions will be conducted by Dr.
Jeanne L. Noble, professor
from New York University, and
staff -trainers."
Mrs. Freeman indicated that
the convention agenda also in-
cludes program clinics in the
areas of housing, employment
and job training, practical poli-
tics, economic development,
education and black culture.
"We approach the 1969 Del-
ta Sigma Theta Convention,"
Mrs. Freeman said, "with a
deep sense of commitment and
purpose. We shall consider the
question posed by the Kerner
ming pool at the Goodwill Commission — 'One Nation or
ovsacr-,
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Beta Tau Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Sorority
unusual theme for their
at the Club Rosewood
1, "It's About Time —
" Freda Greene is the
JUGS are readying
to dedicate the swim-
MRS. FRANICIE FREEMAN
. . . National President of Del-
ta Sigma Theata Sorority, is a
practicing attorney in St.
Louis, Mo., and a member of
the United States Civil Rights
Commission.
Two?' — and develop a sub-
stantive plan of action."
Mrs. Freeman, who is a
member of the U. S. Civil
Rights Commission, first rais-
ed the question of two nations,
one black and the other white,
in a Civil Rights Commission
report to the President of the
United States in February,
1967.
Emphasizing the role of dele-
gates at the convention, Mrs.
Freeman stated, "During the
convention, we will evaluate
and reappraise all Delta pro-
grams to determine the degree
of relevancy of these programs.
"We want to be certain that
all our programs and objec-
tives are relevant to the cri-
tical issues facing our com-
munities and nation, particular-
ly those affecting black people
and members of other minority
groups."
•
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DIANA BRISCOE
Miss Briscoe Engaged
To A Dental Student
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie F.
Briscoe of 753 Boston Street,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Diana
Theresa Briscoe to William
Drewry Scales. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. William,
D. Scales, Sr., of Newport
News, Virginia.
The bride-elect was grad-
uated from Melrose High
School and received her bache-
lor of Arts Degree in Sociology
from Fisk University.
While at Fish she was "Miss
Sophomore," campus repre-
sentative for United Air Lines,
and a runner-up to "Miss
Fisk." She was also selected
for Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges in Uni-
versities. She is a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Presently she is a graduate
student at the University of
Tennessee, majoring in Urban
Planning. She is doing an in-
ternship now with the Mem-
phis and Shelby County Plan-
ning Staff.
Miss Briscoe is the grand-
daughter of the Rev. Frank
Briscoe, minister of the New
Era Baptist Church and the
late Mrs. Blanche Briscoe. She
is the maternal granddaughter
of Mrs. Oma D. Curl and the
late Mr. R. E. Curl of Nacog-
doches, Texas.
HERE'S PROOF
Sears YOU GET LOW, LOWPRICES AT SEARS!
New Full 4-Ply Nylon Highway Tire
Gsiaraitteed 
Agolisst: 
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1337..avo,, Cr 
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SHOP AT SP,"ARS ANTigAV/
Satieraet inn Guaranteed et wsnEHAVEN • 1200 southlaad Man
-Your Money Beck • poputa • 4570 Poplar t•
CROSSTOWN • 4,3 Crosslown
Sears Tim sr.. • Ins. Third
It MK Of/MCI 37oD CO.
CRUSADER
Terrific Low Price
8
3Iackwoli .
And Old Tito
Plus 1.58 F.E.T.
8
6.00 x 13 Tubeless
-11 111'.1.1:.%0•
Th•Sie•
RI. ‘I IN‘N
Peke With
Vows- 01.1 Tine
Flu*
T.E.T.
6.50%13 0.18 1,79
- 7.75/7.501‘14 12.88 2.20 .
1125/8.00x14 12.88 2.16
7.7310.70s1S 12.118 2.21
7.71/6.70a 18
yuteedien. 0.88 1.88 '
T•leele•• Irease«eate Out? 81 At•er
• Strong 4-ply nylon cord
• Rugged Dynatuf tread rubber
• An economy-priced highway tire
•
No Money Down
on Sears Easy Payment Plan
•
• .1FRAYSER
• WEST MEMPHIS 304 Broadway • ,735.3140
• MILLINGTON 1885 fliwarSiV116,,oit •••• 872-0161
• COLLIERVILLE 608 Newel), 57 Ili • •ievilr,•teetek,int• $53^ 26,3
Tires and Batteries Also *rum* at These Stores? :
. .
3740 tie Weetlans 357.0351,
JAYNE BAILEY SHELTON, Director of the Social Serv-
ice Department of Presbyterian,University Hospital a n d
Falk Clinic bows in Carters Boteorporated this week.
Angela Milam Plans
For August Wedding
The engagement of Miss An-
gela Diana Milan to 'Everett
Jerome Curry of the United
States Army has bee-nannounc-
ed by her motter, Mrs. Clara
Taylor of 1888 Foster ave.
Mr. Curry is the son of Mr:
and Mrs. Everett A Curry of
St. Louis, Mo.
Miss Milan is a graduate of
Father Bertrand High School
of Memphis. She was graduat-
ed in June from Knoxville
College at Knoxville, Tenn.,
with a bachelor of arts degree
in sociology.
Mr. Curry was graduated
from Lincoln University at
JeffetnOn City, Mo.. where be
majored in social studies. He
is k member of Alpha Phi Al-
pha Fraternity and entered
the Army after graduation.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD', BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis.
Baked in Memphis by Memphians
 rushed rushed daily to your big
Hague 8. Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.
Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog
W. -14serv;tive—Ri8i;t—'
To Lim1r Ouontiti•s
HOGUE & KNOTT
Port Liver
Sliced 290 Lk.
LUCKY LEAF
• Apple Juice
at.21:50
HOLSUIA
Peanut 28 Oz.
Butter 590
WI HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
SCHOOL DAYS
Eary June
Light Neat
Cheek Style
61/2 Oz.
MOTHERS BEST
CORN MEAL
MIX
5 Lb.
390
STILL WE
Sliced Strawberries'
1007.190 3 Limit
Piot 19t
•:' :::•,
.;:x•••:•:•:•:-:•:-7.. ..:::„...*::•-x.c••• •?::::K„::: • •
HOGUE &
OUBON
Butter Po l y
Beans B"
20 Oz 25c_h•
4
NO Ft Roll
Handi-wrap
390
 --4
SACRAMENT CALIFORNIA
Peaches
Halves 25c
KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR • 3362 SUMMFP
Your ti.opithooribinyeniente 9 AM to /Pk
1.•
9nn Sundays for for
•r 
tart something
'Deautirul at Union Planters.
This handsome four-piece starter set of Silver
Elegance is yours free, just for, putting as little as $25
in the bank. -
Take a good look at , this fine dinnerware.
Notice the simple shape, the slender trim of precious
silver, its pure whiteness and brilliant glaze. Surpris-
ingly, this dinnerware is entirely dishwasher safe, and
strong enough for everyday use. That's because Silver
Elegance dinnerware is fine quality ironstone made in
England by the Salem China Company.
The starter set is worth $4.50 retail, and the
whole set would ordinarily sell for $80. But you can
collect the entire Silver Elegance dinnerware ensem-
ble for a little over half that amount, just by saving
regularly.
There are four ways to get your free starter set.
1) Start a checking account with $100 or more.
2) Start a Regular savings account with $25 or more.
3) Start a 5% Premium Passbook savings account with
$100 or more.
4) Add $25 or more to your present Regular or
Premium Passbook savings account.
Unit No. 1
4-piece place setting in-
chides 10-inch dinner plate, fruit
dish, cup and saucer.
Unit No. 2
4-picce follow-up set with
7-inch salad plate, 6-inch bread
and butter plate, cereal dish and
souRdish. Plus Bonus Coupon.
NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
Member of F.D.I.C.
Once you've started, how do you continue?
Every time you add $25 or more to either
type of savings account, you're entitled to buy an ad-
ditional set for $2.50. As your savings account grows,
so does you dinnerware collection.
It's a great way to end up with two beautiful
collections. Beautiful dinnerware, and beautiful dol-
lars. So come to any Union Planters office and get your
first free place setting. We think you'll love it.
Unit No. 3
2-piccc completer srt has
11 1/2-inch platter and round veg-
etable bowl.
Unit No. 4
3-piece completer set is a
creamer and covered sugar bowl.
Bonus Offer!
Handsome covered casse-
role and electric warming stand
is worth $11.95. Yours for $5.95
plus right coupons (Coupons
come with Unit No. 2 only).
•
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Top Negro Naval Officer Lauds
Tr:Oops After Visit To Vietnam
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Sit-
ting -.placidly back at his desk
in Vea,slaington, the assistant to
the Chief of Naval Personnel
for Homan Relations and as-
sista& to the Chief of Chap-
lains:for 7"ans said American
troops in Vietnam are 'if a dif-
fereol Ireed from those serv-
ing kateside.
Cain Thomas D. Parham,
Jr., Chaplain Corps (CHC), the'
Navytttop ranking Negro offi-
cer, zaade the statement on re-
turn ,Irdm a 25-day visit to the
West np Pacific area.
As representative for the
Chief--of Chaplains, Parham'
visited several countries in thei
Pacille... including Japan, Ko-
rea, 20-pam, Taiwan. the Re-
publio .of the Philippines and
the IDpublic of South Vietnam.
Snaking of his visit to Viet-
nam , Parham said he foundss 
that 7-4he men serving there
have-a-true sense of their mis-
sion,. 37b dication, direction and
purper that is not common
in other places he has visited.
"1 rbund that the men
throtchout the Republic of Vi-
etnam and particularly thole
in the-. hospitals where the
doctet.,' nurses and corpsmen
were working —.that even with
their 12 hours a day, 7 days a
week schedule — they had no
resentment or personal re-
marks about the time theyj
serve (on duty) to accomplish
their mission," he said.
According to Chaplain Par-
ham, the servicemen's over
all attitude in Vietnam is that!
they are convinced that their'
jobs are helpful and necessary l
in the pursuit for freedom.
The chaplain also stated that
percentage-wise, more service-
men attend religious services:
in Vietnam than servicemen,
serving stateside.
Citing an incident during his
visit to the Navy headquarters
in Saigon, Chaplain Parham
said, "One Sunday, while I
was there it seemed that every-
body and his brother in Saigon
attended church. They came in1
such droves that the chaplain
had to move the location be-
cause the old site was not
large enough to hold the num-
ber of servicemen attending
services."
Now far away from battle-
worn Vietnam, the 49-year-old
Navy veteran said he felt dang-
er during his visit there.
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"1 would get up in the morn-
ing and hear people talking
about where the bombs and
the rockets hit the night be-
fore," said Parham. "And on
several trips in country, I had
to wear a flack jacket and hel-
met as a safety precaution."
Parham added, "1 also learn-
ed that the Viet Cong have
very little respect for chapels
and places of worship in Viet-
nam. While in the South. I was
shown a place where a chap-
el was blown down just a week
prior to my arrival and 1
learned that the terrorists will
strike anywhere they can, and
kill anyone who may be there,
I guess this includes Chap-
lains."
Commissioned in the first
class of Negro staff officers
in 1944, Parham was the first
Negro to attain the rank of Na-
vy Captain since the Civil War.
He was advanced to his pres-
ent rank in March 1966.
(During the Civil War. Rob-
ert Smalls, a slave, was a stok-
er and later the pilot on a Con-
federate gunboat, -Planter." A
bloodless seizure of the g u n.
boat was led by Smalls, who
then turned the well-equipped
vessel over to the Union Navy.
For this heroic act Smalls,
who later became a Congress.
HONORED AT TSU — These four were
honored recently at Tennessee State (Jul.
versity at a reception on their retirement.
Seated are Miss Frances Thompsoa,
nationally known in art circles, and Mrs.
Wilheintena R. 'ntylor, who was assistant
professor for music. Standing are Oliver
W. ('rump, professor of education, left, and
Thomas E. Hughes, professor of physical
education and swimming coach.
Pre-School Children Will View
man, was named captain of
the "Planter" until the ship
was decommissioned in 1866.) re-Tested! A native of Newport News,'
Va., Captain Thomas D. Par-
ham, Jr., makes his home in A few years ago educators
(Youngstown, Ohio at 962 West complained that many children
I Federal st. Presently, he and were watching too much tele-
his wife, the former Miss Eula- vision and doing too little read-
lee Marion Cordice of Durham, ing. Before a child reached
N.C., are residing with their first grade he could recite
children, Edith Evangeline, many TV -commercials by
(Mae Marian, and Thomas D. heart and know the "who,
Parham, III, at their tempo- when, why, where and what"
rary home (1950 Marthas rd.) of many television series.
in Alexandria, Va. At first it didn't seem that
// / /1/1/ /
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Program In The Fall
television and education would
mix. Then colleges found that
sizes of classes could be reduc-
ed in number of students and
increased in the number of
classes with one professor
teaching all classes simul-
taneously.
This use of television as an
educational tool has moved in-
to high schools and elementary
schools. Television has now
moved into the preschool
I group.
The National Education As-
sociation was informed last,
week by Mrs. Joan Ganz Goo-
ney, executive director of the
"Children's Television Work-
shop" that still another devel-
opment is being worked on to
help preschool children pre-
pare for school. Mrs. Cooney
told members of the NEA that'
preschool children three to
five years of age are the sub-
ject of nationwide intensive re-1
search in the preparation of
an experimental series called,
''Sesame Street" beginning
Nov. 10 on the nation's more
,than 160 educational television
I stations.
I Mrs. Cooney described the
group of children that the pro-
grams will be directed to as
"the youngest, toughest audi-
ence in America" and that the
group is shaping a television
series before it goes on the air.
"Three, four, and five-year-
old children are telling us —
verbally and through tests —
what they learned and didn't
learn, and what they like and
didn't like, about many of
the 'Sesame Street' pieces,"
Mrs. Cooney said.
"Children's Television Work-
shop" believes the program
will be the most researched,
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But the regular season will
be kicked off by the clash be-
tween Southwestern Athletic
Conference rivals Southern
and Prairie View, one of 20
grid contests slated under the
Big Top.
Judge Roy Hofheinz, presi-
dent of the Houston Sports As-
sociation, made the announce-
ment Wednesday of the Astro:'
dome hosting the Jaguars and
the Texas team.
The announcement, which
was made during a press
luncheon, at the Astrodome,
also included the Nov. 1 meet-
ing of Texas Southern and
Gram bling College and the
- Thanksgiving Day battle be.
tested and studied program in
television history, and probab-
ly the first in which the audi-
ence shaped the program be-
fore it went on the air.
"Sesame Street" is a f u 11-
scale effort to determine if
the techniques of commercial
television can help preschool
children — particularly the dis-
advantaged — learn skills and,
concepts that will help theml
later in school.
The experiment comprises
a series of daily, hour-long col-
or telecasts originating in New
York and beamed simultane-
ously to t6.3 public television
stations across the country. It
will run to May 29, 1970.
The series will teach by
means of animation, live
comedy, trips and stories. Mrs.
Cooney said "Sesame Street's"
style and format is the direct
result of research into the likes
and dislikes of young children.
"To help assure audience
interest and instructional val-
ue, the Workshop's production
and research staffs have de-
veloped a very close and live-
ly partnership. This has been
working so well that we think
it could lead to a completely
new approach to educational
television production in the
future."
Mrs. Cooney said that as a
result of Children's Television
Workshop's audience research,
segments of the "S esame
Street" series "have shown a
steady and significant improve-
ment.
"We have discovered, and
documented it, that young chil-
dren like novelty, variety, and
fast tempo. They like to watch
animals and other children,
and they like adults who talk
to them in a warm affirming
manner."
The Children's Television
Workshop is 3ponsored by Car-
negie Corporation, the Ford
Foundation, the U. S. Office
of Education and several other
federal agencies, including the
Office of Economic Opportuni-
ty.
'FIZZ' MARKET
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
There's going to be plenty of
"fizz" this year in the bottled
soft drink market, according to
industry researchers. As an in-
dication, a forecast by the Eco-
nometric Institute says the
soft drink industry will buy
more than 7.5 billion bottles
during the year to help slake
the nation's thirst.
Top Black Grid Teams
Have Astrodome Date
HOUSTON, Tex. —Southern Included among the univer-
University and Prairie View sity officials on hand for the
will open the 1969 Astrodome\ announcement w e re Presi-
football season with a Sept. 27 'lent G. Leon Netterville, ath-
battle here which is expected leek director U. S. Jone s,
to lure more than 40,000 fans Coach Alva Tabor of Southern
into the "dream arena" with University and President Al.
kickoff set for 8 p.m. Thomas of Prairie View,
The Houston Oilers will athloniegwith Alexander Durley,
Play four pre-season games ini 
tie 
director and head foot.
the
 
Astrodome, all in August,' ball coach.
meeting the Buffalo Bills, Bal- Grambling and Texas South-
timore Colts, Chicago Bears eArsntroadottzetleadst
3N5O465v. 2,inathnd 
th
the
e
and Dallas Cowboys.
Southern-Prairie View game
which kicks off a 16-game
season for the covered grid-
iron, including home games of
the Oilers, the University of
Houston and the Astro-Blue-
bonnet game is expected to
top that draw.
John D. O'Connell, vice pres-
ident of the Houston Sports As-
sociation, said that the Astro- „
dome people "are real enthus-
iastic about the upcoming
game, adding "It's very im- :
portant to us, because it kicks
off a new season for us."
The HSPA official also said 7:
that "The Southern-P rairie ;
View game may very well set !7'
the pace for the rest of the
tween archrivals Texas South- Season.
em rn and Prairie View. "The game will provide an :
"We are p 1 e a re d to add opportunity, unrelated to foot- •••,
ball, to win friends amongSouthern and Prairie View, and
Texas Southern and Prairie lumni, industry and from peo-
View respectively to our sched- pie in general," he added.
ule, ''Hofheinz said. He added The Jaguars will open the
that "The outstanding success season in Baton Rouge, La.,
of last year's Texas Southern- against Southern Texas South-
the tremendous interest these P.
Grambling game has shown ernm.Uknicvker.osfifty sTepigtersninata u7:n3i0.
outstanding teams create." versity Stadium.
-
Summer Conference Held
By United Church Of Christ
The Missouri Conference of
the United Church of Christ is
sponsoring a Summer Confer-
ence for adults at Westminster
College, Fulton, Mo., July 18-
20.
Representing Second Congre-
gational United Church of
Memphis at the meeting will
be Mr. and Mrs. Edwin T. Pra-
ter, Miss Melanie McWilliams,
and the pastor, the Rev. John
Charles Mickle.
Leaders of the conference
will be Dr. Eugene S. Wehrli,
professor of New Testament,
Eden Theological Seminary;
the Rev. David Jamieson, as-
sociate secretary of the Coun-
cil for Lay Life and Work of
the United Church of Christ;
and Mrs. Pearlie I. Evan,
commissioner of Community
Services for the city of St. Lou-
is, Mo.
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Adetola Ajayi, will do an original
African Dance at The Black Stu-
dent's Association's Variety and
Fashion Show which will be held on
August 10 at The Sheraton Pea-
body Skyway. The show will have an
Judge Odell Horton, will be guest
speaker at the Shelby County De-
mocratic Women's Club meeting.
The organization which was the
first integrated women's political
Afro-American Theme. Its purpose
is to raise money for the student's
memorial to Martin Luther King
Jr. The memorial will be in the
form of Loans and Scholarships to
underprivi:aged children.
organization in Memphis will meet
at Robilio's Restaurant on East and
Vance at 1 pm. Saturday 19th.
All women interested in joining
are invited to attend this meeting.
Capt. Jimmy L. Alexander, recently received the
Army Commendation Medal for service in Viet
Terrell Atychan, president Local 1733 AFSCME-
AFL-CIO, special assistant to the International
President of AFSCME and Bernard' Roberson.
special representative for The War On Poverty
:•
Nam. ('apt Alexander is the son of Mrs. Mane
McCully. He is now serving in Germany.
•
Committee, discusses plans for a visit show put
on by the Staple Singers to raise money. The.
funds will be used to teach underprivileged to
play guitar.
Shown above is Benny Matlock. Jr..
who will serve as African King dur-
ing the Black Student Associa-
tion's fund raising drive at the
Sheraton Peabody Slyway, August
10. The program's theme will be=
geared to Afro-American Fashions.-:,,,di,
Mr. Matlock will also serve an offid•—"'
cial escort.
•••••••
•••••••
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+war
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bereft of water.
Dewatering of the American
Falls is a part of an interna-
once-in-a-lifetime o p portunity tional study to determine what
to view the American Falls can be done to retard erosion
- - and beautify the cataract.
Work is scheduled to start
June 2 on a rock and earthen
cofferdam at the head of the
channel leading to the Ameri-
can Falls. It will extend from
the U. S. mainland to the east,
end of Goat Island, the landl
mass that separates Niagara s
two major cataracts.
By June 16 the American
Falls will be dry, and dewater-
ing will contintie until Decem-
ber. The Horseshoe Falls is
not involved in the survey.
Work was done on it in the
1950's.
The American Falls was the
scene of major rockslides in
1931 and 1954 which deposited
SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1%9
CO-EITE SPE'AKER AND HONOREES . .
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, speaker
at the Co-Ette Graduation Dinner poses
with She Co-Ette honorees Jesse Epps,
Rev. James M. Lawson. Jr., and the Re.
H. Ralph
for
•
DEFENDER
ds,) Housing Bias Ban Rated
Top Rights Gain In '68
Jackson, who received citations
outstanding contributions to the com•
munity and provides explary images for
youth.
JACKSON. Miss. — In the
area of civil rights the out-
standing achievement of 1968
was enactment of federal leg-
islation banning discrimination
In the sale, rental and occu-
pancy of housing. the National
Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People asserts
in its annual report at the
Association's 60th anniversary
convention here.
"Triumph and tragedy mark-
ed the course of the civil
rights movement in 1968, rem-
inscent, particularly in its
tragic aspects, of 1963," t he
154-page report states. "For
the NAACP it was a year of
programmic achievement high-
lighted by the passage of the
Civil Rights Act of 1968 with
its fair housing title, and a
year of growth" in member-
ship and income.
Total enrollment in the As-
sociation reached 450,673, the
highest since 1964. Income
from all sources reached an
all-time peak — $3,260,762 —
in the history of the 59-year-
old organization.
The report cited the assas-
sinations of the Rev. Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr., and Sen.
Unsual Treat Awaits Visitors To Niagara
Niagra Falls, Ont. — Visi- Horseshoe Falls taking . their
' irs to Niagra Falls this sum- usual s p e ctacular 176-foot
ier are in for a double at- plunge. And they'll have a
raction.
They'll see the waters of
Dr. Nabrit Saluted
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The
iward University Board of
listees recently adopted a
solution today expressing ap-
eciation for the 39 years of
'vice given to the institution
Dr. James M. Nabrit, Jr.,
esident, since 1960.
Judge Scovel Richardson. of
S. Cnstoms Court. New York
said Dr. Nabrit shared
;is great talents in a num-
r of capacities beyond the
lits of the campus."
)uring his years at the insti-
ion he also served as pro-
sor of law, director of pub-
lic relations, secretary of the
University and of the Board of
Trustee s. and dean of the
School of Law.
He instituted the first course
in civil rights taught in any
American law school and
many of the leading civil rights
lawyers received their training
and inspiration from him.
As an active civil rights ad-
vocate, he was co-counsel in
the famous Brown V. Board of
Education decision of 1954 in
which the U. S. Supreme Court
outlawed segregation in educa-
tion.
,400,000 Low Cost Places
iade Available By FHA
'he Federal Housing Ad-
nistration in the past nine
irs has helped 1,400,000 fam-
s buy and rent low-cost
nes and apartments. All oil
se units were standard
ellings which families with
to moderate incomes could
)rd.
'his large involvement of
'HA has been in the busi-
orted today by William B.
ss, Acting FHA Commission-
Assistant Secretary for Mort-
e Credit of the U.S. Depart-
nt of Housing and Urban
velopment.
'peaking before the Texas
rtgage Bankers Association
San Antonio. Ross said:
FHA has been in the busi
s of helping lower income
families for many, many years.
Nearly 300,000 newly built
homes and more than 1,100,000
existing units have been financ-
ed with FHA-insured mortgages
since 1960, in the price and
rental range within the reach
of families with incomes below
the national median."
Nearly all of the 1,400,000
units were provided through
long-established FHA mortgage
insurance programs. 0 n 1 y
about 76.000 involved assistance
in the form of rent supplements
or low mortgage interest pay-
ments by government. The
number of low-cost homes aid-
ed with FHA support has grad-
ually, risen from about 83,000
in 1960 to 220.000 in 1968.
IF TOMMY GRANT CAN'T SAVE YOU
MONEY ON A 1969 IMPALA, HE
DOESN'T DESERVE YOUR BUSINESS.
See Tommy Grant
...for an outstanding buy
on a low mileage 1969
Impala 2-Door or 4-Door
Hardtop. Equipped with
air conditioning, power
steering, and automatic
transmission. Other
power options available.
SAVE UP TO $1000.00
Bank Financing Arranged
huge mounds of rock at the
cataract's base, with smaller
slides occurring from time to
time.
Once the cofferdam is in-
stalled, geologists and engin-
eers will probe the river bed
and the face of the cliff of the
American Falls to determine
what remedial action should
be taken.
Visitors will then have the
opportunity to walk onto the
dry river bcd ordinarily cover-
ed by Niagara River waters
on their last tumultuous surge
to the American Falls. Ar-
rangements are now being
made to permit this unusual
exploration.
Local tourist officials feel
that the two-in-one spectacle
will bring even more visitors
to the Honeymoon Capital this
year.
Robert F. Kennedy who "had
been friends and collaborators
. . in pursuit of justice for
the disinherited."
employment; direct action, le-
gal action, political action;
race relations, cultural achieve-
ments, poverty problems —
Meanwhile, the NAACP "dai- you name it; if the rights of
ly carried out its task of level- Negro citizens were involved,
ing racial barriers in a thou- the NAACP was there, in im-
sand communities throughout poverished rural areas as well
this land . . housing, schools, as in the urban ghettos."
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White Colleges, Black Militants * a
Get Tips On Spurring Race Progress
NASHVILLE — Leaders of
America's "black revolution"
must employ rigorous college
training as a crucial weapon
in the deepening struggle for
employment in white society,
Dr. Andrew F. Brimmer said.
Member of the Federal Re-
serve System Board of Gover-
nors, Dr. Brimmer was ad-
dressing the more than 400
members of the graduating clas-
ses at Tennessee State Univer-
sity on a sweltering day last
week.
"I am fully aware of, and I
fully appreciate, the considera-
ble sacrifices which you and
woonom.
DRIVE MADISON'S WAY!
your families have made along
the road to this ceremony,"
said he. "Partly because of the
enormous strides in college en-
rollment made in recent years,
we tend to forget that Negro
college graduates are still more
than the Negro's share of our
total population would suggest.
At the baccalaureate services
held the morning of commence-
ment day, Dr. Daniel W. Wynn,
Associate Director of the De-
partment of Educational Insti-
bons of the United Methast
Church, told the classes that
tutions of the United Methodist
goal and then paying the
The Standard of the World
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cost to get it constituted the than strengthen their ability to
most i m portant challenges compete in an economy of ex-
lacing 1969 graduates. panding opportunities."
Dr. Brinimer pointed out that He said Negro st u de nt s
less than 5% of Negroes above should be "extremely cautious
the age of 21 are college-edu- about devoting their college
cated, compared with more careers to a concentration on
than 10% of the entire U. S. black' studies' or 'Afro-Ameri-
population. can' studies.
The economist, whose career He called on America's col-
includes teaching posts at Har- lege adminstrators to strength.
yard, Michigan State Univer- en rather than abandon de-
sity and the University of Pen- segregation of America's cam-
nsylvania, offered a wide array puses and to make much more
of statistics to show the econo- intensive efforts to recruit col-
mic progress of America's lege students "from low income
non-white population in t h e areas-both urban and rural"-
past decade of its "revolution." a step which will clearly re-
He went on to disagree sharp- quire a considerable expansion
ly with some of the proposals in their scholarships and other
and demands of students of his forms of financial assistance,
race and to criticize white col- "Under no circumstance." Dr.
lege administrations who are Brimmer said, "should the col-
unwilling -to face black stu- lege provide them with college-
dents and insist that they take supported segregated housing
a meaningful and realistic either on or off campus. . after
view of the requirements of a all, the opportunity to broaden
college education." one's own horizon is one of the
"One gets the distinct im- chief benefits of a college ex-
pr ess ion that on t h e pre- perience."
dominantly white college cam- Brimmer, appointed to the
pus, faculty and administrators Re s e r v e System board by
are showing considerable panic President Johnson in 1966, is
in their relations with black a Louisiana native who receiv-
students," Dr. Brimmer said. ed bachelor's and master's de-
". . . Thus, on the mistaken grees in economics at the Uni-
assumption that they are being versity of Washington in Seattle.
relevant and responsive, many He was a Fullbright Fellow
of our college faculties a r e in India in 1952 and received a
creating facilities which may Ph. D. from Harvard in 1957
cripple young people-rather in the areas of monetary eco-
nomics and international trade.
Dr. Brimmer, who was intro-
duced by the university presi-
dent, Dr. A. P. Torrence, sum-
marized his main themes as:
• -So far in the decade of
the 1960s Negroes have benefit-
ted relatively more than the
population as a whole from the
vigorous expansion of the na-
tional economy.
• ". . . The income differen-
tials between blacks and whites
have narrowed appreciably in
the last few years, with the
greatest relative gains by Ne-
groes being among those with
the highest levels of education.
"Simultaneously, h o wever,
within the Negro community,
two different classes are be-
coming increasingly evident as
the best prepared are moving
ahead rapidly while the least
prepared are lagging behind."
• "In the next decade, the
Negro community as a whole
can be expected to improve its
economic position to a greater
extent than the popu la t ion
generally. .
* The theory that "black stu-
dents need not concern them-
selves with most of the content
of a traditional college cur-
r iculu m" is unfortunately
spreading "at exactly the time
when education and technical
competence are becoming in-
creasingly critical for Negroes.'
Extremists Gain More
Administration Stature
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON — Americans
are- increasingly being polariz-
ed into essentially two socie-
ties — one black and poor and
inclusive of most of the nation's
minorities and the other, af-
fluent white.
The polarization, predicted by
the Kerner Report, has been
developing quietly under a
semi-official veil at a rather
lightning-like pace during the
past six months since President
Nixon took office.
1
And on both sides, the lead-
ers of extremist groups appear-
ed to be gaining new stature as
last week ended. During the
NAACP National Convention in
Jackson, Miss„ black leaders
had loudly bemoaned the Nixon
administration's current back-
ing of proposals to weaken de-
mands of compliance with de-
segregation guidelines by "die-
hard- Southern school districts
as well as weakening of the
US. 1965 voting rights law.
U.S. Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation and Welfare Robert
Finch had reportedly favored
strict adherence to cut-off dates
However, after a conference
with Attorney-General John
Mitchell and the Justice De-
partments civil rights chief,
Jerris Leonard, in which Presi-
dent Nixon took part, it was
jointly announced by the ad-
ministration conferees that the
school integration deadlines
\would be scrapped.
This decision was reached
despite the fact that a black
and white protest delegation
from such states as Mississippi,
Alabama, South Carolina and
Georgia had staged a sit-in it
Attorney-General Mitchell's of-
fice and were addressed and
intereviewed by him.
Also expressing discontent
with more of the Nixon Admini-
stration's "pro-racist" trend
was NAACP National Labor
Secretary Herbert Hill who an-
nounced that a series of suits
will be filed in major American
cities because Model Cities pro-
posals. as currently being fund-
ed and drafted, have no appar-
ent intent to use local residents
as the law prescribes, in skill-
ed trades, in rebuilding pre-
dominantly black inner-cities
ghettos.
["SKIN SUCCESS"'
CREAM
TONES THE SHADES
OF YOUR SKIN
For Fairer, Clearer,
Natural-looking Loy eimess.
Propane ereamy white "SKIN
SUCCESS" CREAM fides freckles,
removes that old weather-beaten
sun tanned look, aids in removing
blackheads, smoothing, large pores.
"SKIN succrsir CREAM con-
tains the full official strength of
that dependable active ingredient,
ammoniated mercury, the ingredi-
ent recommended by docterS for
many years for effective skin care.
Ask for "SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM
at drug and toiletry counters
everywhere. 4.4c. Lars* 2 Oz. size
Or containing more than 4 times
as much, only $1.00.
This policy determination to
file the suits was still demand-
ed by the NAACP although U.S.
Secretary of Housing and Ur-
ban Development George Rom-
ney was permitted to address
the convention.
Still further compounding the
charges that the Nixon Ad-
ministration was using "trick-
ery" to impede the pace of Ne-
gro progress in payment of sup-
port of white Southern leaders,
like Senator Strom Thurmond .
during the Presidential cam-
paign, was black Asst. Secre-
tary of Labor Art Fletcheep
new Office of Contract Com-
pliance requirement that unions
and contractors supply quotas
of minority workers on con-,
struction projects before fed-
eral contracts are awarded. I
It was pointed out that OCC
has only a sprinkling of work-
ers and comparatively tiny al-
locations, like the voting rights
law enforcement staff also, to
carry out obviously impossible
nationwide programs. It has1
also been pointed out that the
Equal Employment Opportuni-
ties Commission has no enforce-
ment powers of the "cease-and-1
desist" variety.
On the voting Rights Law
matter, it was also pointed out
that the Nixon administration's
new ,congressional proposal in
Congress would make all court
protest against race-or-class-
barring voting procedures in a
state originate in local or state
courts and work their way up
the ladder for appeal to the fed-
eral courts.
Thus, it is pointed out, a ra-
rist Southern Legislature, in
event of passage of the Nixon
Voting Rights bill, could pass
restrictuvc voting legislation
just a month or so before elec-
tion, and even if the Attorney-
General did file suit in local
courts, it would be impossible
to do anything about correction
until months or years later.
The 1965 U.S. Voting Rights
Law will expire in August,
1970 but thoroughly knowledge-
able persons in Congress to pre-
vent a new extension of the
law from being passed.
The growing disgruntlement
of all darker-skinned-and-poor
minorities over being ignored or
impeded in rights progress by
the Nixon Administration was
also highlighted last week by
the failure to appoint Dr. John
Knowles as assistant secretary
of HEW in charge of medical
program for the poor because
the American Medical Assoc-
iation would not back him. It
was also highlighted by the
resignation of the first Ameri-
can indian head of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Robert L.
Bennett, a republican, who
said:
"So far in the first six-months
of the Nixon Administration, no
top person of this administra-
tion has even visited an Indian
reservation or held a meeting
with in Indian group."
Obviously disgusted and, ap-
prehensive about the racial sit-
uation was the NAACP's nation-
al director, Roy Wilkins, who
saw the necessity for complete
unity among protest groups of
colored peoples and the poor.
He announced at the NAACP
convention in Jackson, Miss.,
that he will try to meet with
Bobby Seale, National director
of the Black Panthers, on "mat-
ters of mutual agreement" as
soon as possible.
Seale tried to set up a meet-
ing for last week but said that
any conversations that he would
have with Wilkins would have
to be completely public. Wil-
kins and Seale are still sche-
duled to meet at the earliet
possible date. Last week's
Imeeting had to be postponed
I because the NAACP convention
was in session until last Satur-
day.
The forces of George Wallace,
!confident that by 1972 even the
veil used by Nixon Administra-
tion in making concessions to
the old South and affluent rac-
ists will be completely removed
were openly booking dates for
Wallace to speak before large
white church groups.
I AM A DYING PERSON CAME TO LIFE, STATES MRS.
LEONA AINSWORTH, 3025 W. JACKSON BLVD.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60612
You've heard many woncier:
Jul testimonies about REV. COS-
TONIE, but ttttt re is really some.
thing. Dying" Yes, each day was
supposed to be my last. Life eb-
bed out of me each minute.
Hope" I had vire B.•4 was told
perhaps I nreded prayer and
someone strong to prav with me,
the someone I needed was REV
COSTONIE.
He prayed for me and gave
me a set of prayers to carry with
me. Within days I waS stronger
than I had ever been before. My
whole appearance has changed Mrs. Leona Ainsworth
-I'm so much younger looking now. I receive a nothing but compli-
ments'
Need money, a job, or success" Then make your appointment
now - call WA 4-4969 and .see the man who has gotten money.
jobs & success for hundreds of others Or write to him at 927 E.
47th St., Chicago, 111. (10653. Need convincing, visit his church
where you'll meet the people he has helped at .500I S. Ellis Ave.
at 1 p.m,
FAITH TEMPLE CHURCH
927 E. 47th 'STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
Beah Richards in a scene from the
"Alias Mr. Braithwaite" segment
of the "Ironside" TV series, in
which she plays Don Mitchell's
aunt. The show will appear this
fall on WMC TV Channel 5.
BOYS••••.••••
Win cash and and other prizes in our
summer contest.
ENTER NOW !
Call Jackson 6-8397
Ask for our Circulation Manager Mr. Ray A. Wicks
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
124 E. Calhoun Anne
*ByMon ClaireNc
14 No. Main Court 527-3619
Have you seen the latest!
The Curly Stretch
Tapered Wig
24 95
WASH
& WEAR only 2t195
Ask about our not so Curly Stretch Tapered Wig 2495only
AFRO DEPARTMENT
Afro Bush Wig Full) $24"
Afro Wig $19"
SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF AFRO JEWELRY
LONG WIG  
19050% HUMAN HAIR29
LONG FALLS 24.95
HAND MADE WIG.— 39.95 W1GLETS 4.95 & UP
See its for expert Styling only $3.50
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City's Rat War
A Success: Daley
While the population of thelgram is a model for the na
city of Chicago has steadily in- ' tiOn and federal officials who
creased, the rat population of have visited the city to see
the city has sharply declined the program in operation are
due to a stringent program of impressed and say that Chi-
rodent control, Mayor Richard cago is two years ahead of
J. Daley announced. the rest of the nation.
Four city departments which
jointly conduct an environment-
al services program reported ,ing persons it is training in
that 60,645 rat boles were filled this work to Chicago as part
by city teams as a result of in- 
'of their training. Chicago was
specting 8,530 buildings dur- one of the first cities in the
ing the first half of the year. nation to receive a two mil-
More than 1,100 dwelling units lion dollar federal grant for
are treated each week. rodent control during 1969.
In addition health education! 
teams visited 88,501 persons,
during the first half of the year;
housekeeping m e thods and Action Groupand advised families on proper
counselled the families on re•
lated problems.
all local residents who receive; I
Members of the team are i
s Planning
special training.
As part of other environment
programs, 23,000 youngsters
were tested for lead poison-
ing and 1,049 showed elevated,
blood lead levels. Of these, 1271
youngsters required treatment'
for de-leading at the Municipal
Contagious Disease Hospital.
There have been no deaths
this year from lead poisoning.
There were ten deaths last
year.
Garbage pick-ups on a twice-
weekly schedule have been
increased from 1,000 city
blocks to 3,000 blocks this
week. Crews are working a
six-day week to provide the
service. Four hundred and
fifty trucks are used daily for
the service and 150 trucks are
employed Saturdays.
The rodent control program
is conducted by the Health
Streets and Sanitation, and
Building Departments and the
Mayor's Office of Inquiry and
Information.
Health Commissioner Dr.
Morgan J. O'Connell told the
Mayer that the Chicago pro-
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare is send-
Public Meeting
A public meeting will be
sponsored by the Sixth District
Community Action Committee
at the Levi School at 3939
Highway 69 South next Monday
night at 7:30, and citizens are
invited to come and find the
answers to problems.
Councilman James L. Net-
ters will serve as narrator. and
another representative from
city govenment will be on
hand. The main topic will be
schools, parks and recreation.
A 10-point program has been
outlined and will include hous-
ing. poverty, zoning, education.
-public utilities, parks and rec-
reation; hospitals, institutions
and welfare; public works.
traffic transportation, fire and
police.
Phillip Joyner is chairman of
the committee, and Mrs. John-
nie Mae Peters reporter.
ORANGE MOUND PROGRESSIVE club members Seat-
ed on floor left to right are Mrs. Minnie Spencer, Mrs.
Ethel Lee and Mrs. Minnie Jones. On second Row: are
Lois Greenwood, Mrs. Lucille Moore, Mrs. A. M. Shep-
herd, President; Mrs. D. P. Quinn, Mrs. Louise Walls.
and Mrs. Etta Richie. Third row includes Mrs. St. Ivory
Jeans. Mrs. Carrie Shields, Mrs. Willie Mae Williams, Mrs.
Lina Clayborn, Mrs. Clesie Walls, Mrs. Alberta Sample,
Mrs. Orangella Coger, Mrs. Leora Banks and Mrs. Lethie
Young. Members not present are Mrs. Evelyn Hines,
Mrs. Ethel Griffin, Mrs. Louise Ward, Mrs. Juanita Hick-
man, Mrs. Zana Ward, Mrs. %Ina Broome. Mrs. Fannie
Hunt. The club recently bought a special made shoe for a
neighbor who had part of her foot amputated.
Jehovah's Witnesses Attend 8-Day Meeting
! ATLANTA — Jehovah's Wit -
Inesses from this city, attending ;
Ian international convention inl
Atlanta, have joined in endorsd
!i n g a ringing declaration of
political neutrality, coupled
with strong criticism of the
!traditional clergy as "formen-
lters of warfare."
The eight-day convention in,
Atlanta Stadium ended Sunday.
More than 50,000 attended(
from 47 states and 26 foreigni
lands.
Overflowing the stadium, the
•
witnesses Saturday
unanimous approval of the
declaration when it was pre-
sented by F. W. Franz, vice-
president of th.e Watchtower
OPEN 24
HOURS4DAY
••• closed Sunday
Morton Frozen 
CREAM PIES
2 14oz pkgs.
45*
Hawaiiin red
PUNCH
Heinz
460i 33*
KETCHUP 260z. btl. 390
I cred Montesi
EGGS
Vivo Jumbo
TOWELS
l'Aothers Best
Corn Meal Mix
51b. ba9390
6wec I7 mead
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH
-1231 E. SHELBY DRIVE WHITEHAVO
EAST-5014 POPLAR CAi MENDENHALL1
MIDTOWN —1620 MADISON
Cliff House Pork
LUNCH MEAT
39012oz. can
Grade A all white in fettle
doz. 390
ro 290
Fred Montesi 18 oz. jar
PEANUT BUTTER 530
KRAFT
Miracle Whip qt, or 530
SALT MEAT
U. S. D. A. GRADE "A"
FRYERS
4 legged lb. 440
cut up per lb. 4110
Fred Montesi Sandwich loaf
BREAD 190
Fred Montesi 6 a02
TOOTH PASTE
•••he
39*
Shasta
DRINKS 12 oz. can 90
sl ceri 'r 47$
fi.st cut lb, 330
10 E-C frozen
beef ,chicken or turkey
a oz. pkgs.
POT PIES 2-29*
Ma Brown
Red Pk,,,
PRESERVES
39*
Bush Cut GREEN
BEANS ''';
_ cons
new pock 4Iirntt
2-29 —
5 LB. 1
BAG
FRED MONTESI Country Style
Pork
SAUSAGE
Fresh Ground
HAMBURGER
4 In. pkg. or morn
per lb. 590'
Blue Plate
Bar-B-Q Sauce
18oz. btl. 230
Sacramento
- 
halsies or slices
PEACHES
Fred Montesi
total limit3
29ciz,, can 2310
plain or Iodized
SALT 2 26oz. 19*boxes
Grope Drink
WELCHADE ti• 25
ED M)'- -
51b.
• DOMINO pure cone Sugar14
boo
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchas•
eircluding volua of coupon marchandissi(fresh
milk products and tobacco also icitcludiod in
complionc• with state law). Coupon expires
noon. W•d. noon JULY 23 Anti-Fris•z pur.
chase not included in coupon titd•mption.
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY PER WEEK
Boneless
CHUCK ROAST 5.89$
HAM SLICES p.r.16.990
C•ntlIf cut for frying
Bible and Tract Society. Sound-
ing the convention's theme of
"Peace on Earth," it stated!
the Witnesses' belief that God's;
Kingdom is "the key to endur-
ing peace."
Stating that "when we keep
our peace with God, we can
never be at war with our neigh-
bors who are fellow creatures
of God . . . we therefore dis-
claim all connection with the
professed C h r istian realm
known as Christendeom. for
her history proves her to be a!
fomenter of carnal warfare,
between even fellow religion-
ists.'
Monumental Host
For Grand Session
the Knights of Pythias and the
Courts of Calanthe will be
held in Memphis July 21-23 at
the M o n urn e ntal Baptist
MSU Gets $80,000
For Underprivileged
Recently Memphis State Uni-
versity received a grant of
more than U0.000 in govern-
ment and private funds to oper-
ate four summer programs for
some 3,500 disadvantaged and
culturally deprived children of -
the Memphis area.
The grant was made- through
the University's Office of Re-
search Administration. The
summer program which is
now in session, offers training
in arts and crafts, swimming,
ceramics, dramatics and mu-
sic. In addition the university
is sponsoring an all sports pro-
gram and work-study project.
Clark Neal director of the re-
search office, said "It is the
intent of these programs to
reach out to the youth with
programs of physical fitness
and personal development, job
training and cultural enrich-
ment."
Under the direction of asso-
ciate professor of physical edu-
cation, L. A. Bryson, the NCAA
Summer Sports Project holds
class sessions in a wide range
of selected sports for 350 boys
; and girls. The sessions are
held each week Monday through
Thursday and continue throughl
the end of July.
The declaration denounced
"revolution- and "radical gov-
ernments" in setting forth a
course of neutrality "toward
the political controversies of
the world."
Highlight of the convention
was a public Bible lecture on
the closing day entitled, "The
Approaching Peace of a Thou-
sand years." In it. Franz point-
ed out that when the Astro-
nauts circled the moon Christ-
mastime in 1968. "they observ-
ed that things were very
peaceful at the moon just 70
miles away. When they return-
ed to our earth, they re-enter-
ed a world in which wars rag-
ed."
"The thing that ordinary
people want is world peace
right here on earth," he said,
adding, "This desire is not
misplaced, for right here on
Now in its second year, The
Special Summer Project Pro-
gram is a work-study endeavor
to aid the high school graduate
with special financial needs
and considered as an academ-
ic risk for college admission.
The program is directed by
Jack L. Brimm, director of
high school relations. The' 43
participants attend classes in
writing skills and English us-
age, reading and study skills,
student orientation to college
life and remedial and tutorial
instructions. Working for five
hours per day, the students
will earn approximately MO
for the summer. This program
will end August 29. As a result
of last year's program, Izolia
Wright, who is now a sopho-
more, completed her first year
at MSU with an overall aver-
age of 2.9 on a 4.0 scale. She
says, "I participated in the
program with an open mind,
and was serious and interested
with a strong personal desire
to improve." She credits Will-
iam Walker, associate profes-
sor of English, as being the
instructor who helped her
most to gain insight and make
a satisfactory adjustment to
college life.
The third phase of the Street
dangered times." Franz de-1 Team Leaclared. "Jehovah's Christian'
Witnesses have . . beaten
their swords into plowshares." , Leading the Memphis Amen- There are 12 teams in Division
The delegation from here ! can Legion Baseball League at One.
Church at 704 S. Parkway East, which attended the convention; this writing is the Universal- Coaching the team are
James B. Payton, head coach,
and Cecil Boyd, asst. coach.
Mr. Payton is guidance coun-
selor and atheltic coach at Mit-
chell High School. A native
Memphian, he holds two de-
grees: an undergraduate de-
gree from South Carolina State
College, and a Master's de-
gree from Memphis State Uni-
versity. Mr. Boyd is employed
by the Memphis City Board of
Education.
hers only, and. night
open to the public.
_ 
The day session is for mem- in Atlanta will discuss its fur-
ther effect on the Witnesses'
session local program in coming meet-
Four Retiring Faculty
Members Honored At TSU
Four faculty members at
Tennessee State University at
Nashville were recently hon-
ored by tie School of Educa-
tion at an afternoon reception
held in the Walnut Room of the
Women's Residence Center.
Students, faculty and friends
greeted Miss Frances E.
Thompson, professor and co-
ordinator of art education;
Mrs. Wilhelmena R. Taylor,
assistant professor of music:
Oliver W. 'Crump, professor of
education and formerly consul-
tant with the State Department courses.
of Education; and Thomas E.
Hughes, professor of he a 1th Mr. Crump came to Tennes-
and physical education and
swimming coach.
Tri State little leaguers. Co-
sponsored by Universal Life
Insurance Company and Tri
ings at the Kingdom Hall. IState Bank, the team is one of
--- two All-Balck teams in the
League. The team played last
year under another sponsor-
ship, which represented the
first year a Black team had
participated in the Memphis
Legion League.
The team roster is composed
of boys ages 14-18. The sched-
Dean of the School of Educa-
tion, Dr. Malcolm D. Williams,
presented plaques of apprecia-
tion to the four as they termi-
see State as Director of the Di-
vision of Education, a former
college dean, he has worked
throughout Tennessee with the
State Department of Education
in the training of inservice
teachers
She spent the school year 1937-
38 at Prague, Czechoslovakia
with ' a commission from
Charles University to do re-
search on the folk arts of Cen-
tral Europe. Miss Thompson is
active with the Radcliffe Club
and in religious, civic, and so-
cial organizations.
Mrs. Taylor, a graduate of
Hampton Institute, holds the
master's from New York
University, a pianist. perform-1 NEW YORK — You might' leti c Association champion-
ing on faculty recitals, she has imagine Lew Alcindor's biggest ships.
Arts Project with 31 low in-
come youths placed in summer
jobs deals with five art fields.,
Most of the apprentices, 16-23
years old, are assigned to
summer programs sponsored
by the Memphis Park Com-
mission, Operation Action and
the Methodist Community Cen-
ters. Fourteen programs are in
arts and crafts. two in cera-
mics and two in dramatics.
Eight music apprentices are
organizing programs for young
teenagers in community cen-
ters and city housing projects.
Five photography apprentices
will be visiting a wide variety
of summer programs being
held around the city to make a
pictorial documentation of the
activities in movies and still
photography. Two classes in
basic photography are also be-
ing organized. Artistic super-
vision is provided by the
Street Arts Project staff of ex-
perienced musicians and ar-
tists.
Project director Don Bennett
of the University Music De-
partment, said one of the ob-
jectives of the • project is to
give talented low income Mem-
phis youths a chance to prove
to themselves and the commu-
nity that they could make a
significant contribution to the
quality of summer programs
through the arts. "We only
wish we could have prepared
and hired 300 rather than 31."
said Mr. Bennett. "It is un-
likely that these youths would
have found summer work in
the arts had it not been for
this project. Even more impor
tant is the fact that these ac-
tivities in the arts .will make
a lasting impression on the
overall nature of the city's
youth programs. Many of these
youths will likely be hired on
a part-time basis to continue
their work throughout the
year."
This program will touch ap-
proximately 3,000 children in
underpriveledged areas and will
last most of the summer.
The Summer Swim Project
is coordinated by the Memphis
Park Commission in coopera-
tion with Memphis State. The
university provides six qualifi-
ed swimming instructor; for
the project. Swimming instruc-
tions are provided for youths
who live in poverty areas
throughout the city. Hundreds
of children who ordinarily
would not have swimming fa-
cilities available are learning
to swim through the Summer
Swim Project.
a peace of a thousand years, .
under the millennium of Jesus! niversal-Tri-StateChrist." I;
The 86th Grand Session of 
"Even during these war-en- 
.
mg League
ule calls for three gamesl All Universal-Tri State games
weekly until July 21, after are night games. The public is
invited to attend these games.
Watch the sports page of your
daily paper for schedules and
Two, composed of eight teams, line scores.
which divisional leaders ,will
be decided. The Universal-
Tri State team is in Division
Alcindor Helps Kids
charge of music appreciation dream is to overshadow Wilt
Chamberlain in their first con-
frontation in the National Bas-
ketball Association. It is not
even becoming the rookie of
the year for the Milwaukee
Bucks, who won him as t he
league's No. 1 draft pick on the
flip of a coin.
nate their services to the um- Those feats remain more of ,
versity. Mr. Hughes is active as an a challenge for the graduate of !
Miss Thompson. a native of instructor in the Red Cross the University of California,
Nashville, is internationally Los Angeles, who three times
known in art circles. A gradu- in his three-year varsity career
ate of Massachusetts College for the UCLA team was nam-
of Art, and with the master's ed the Most valuable player in
from Harvard and Radcliffe. the National Collegiate Ath-
-
water safety and first aid pro-
grams in addition to his work
in developing outstanding
championship swimming teams
at the University.
HACKIE'S
BODY SHOP, INC N.N Cackle Moore.
Fender Body Work Painting
Prop
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST.
PHONE 5:6 — 1154 RES. PHONE 357 — 3134
Alcindor's dream lies in
reaching as many underprivi-
leged youngsters as he can
and motivating them in seek-
ing the work skills and training
that could take them into pur-
poseful and happy lives.
Alcindor signed a five-y e a r
contract with the Bucks for
about $11/4 million. He will be
backed in his new endeavor by
the Career Academy. It is just
a coincidence that Wesley D.
Pavalon, who owns the NBA
franchise in Milwaukee, was
also the founder. president and
chairman of the board of di-
rectors of Career Academy.
METS A CONTENDER?
The New York Mets have
the experts puzzled with their
second place position in the
Eastern Division of the Nation-
al League standings. The
Mets, who have the Memphis
Blues as one of their far m
teams, are the talk of baseball
— particularly in a city where
pennants became a way of life
in the days of the great Yank-
ees.
It is a new day now. and Met
followers are drowning out
those diehards who have only
the recent past of Yankee Sta-
dium heroics to cling co as any
; signs of success on New York
scene.
It has taken nearly eight
years, during which the sloppy
Mets have gone through t h e
agony of over 770 defeats, for
the Shea Stadium darlings to
come into series with the ex-
pectations of anything that
bordered on being important.
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MEDAL WINNER AND FAMILY — Clarence Mitchell,
director of the Washington Bureau of the NAACP, poses
with Roy Wilkins, executive director of the NAACP, and
members of his family after being presented the 54th Spin-
gars Medal during the 60th annual NAACP Convention
held in Jackson, Miss., June 30-July 5. From left are State
Senator Clarence Mitchell III, Mrs. Clarence Mitchell, Jr.,
Mr. Wilkins, Mr. Mitchell, Hr. Lillie M. Jackson, his
mother-in-law; George Mitchell, Mrs. Virginia Riah, a
sister-in-law; and Michael Mitchell.
Love Finds Way For Proxy
African Bride And Groom
PITTSBURGH — L o.v e ' s loved her dearly and was in-
path has never run smoothly tent on making her his wife
for any young , couple in the even by proxy, with the know!-
whole wide wor 1 d. And for edge that later when he was
some, it would seem that love ready, he would bring her to
itself makes difficulties where the United States to make
none should exist. Pittsburgh really a home for
This would seem to be the them both.
problem dogging the footsteps
of a young Biafran who lives The marriage, even by proxy
and works in Pittsburgh. was conducted with all of the
Saturday June 28, a young traditions and ceremony of Bi-
man named Felix Ejeckan, got, aira•
married. . for the secon d That was step number one.
time. . . to the same girl. A The happy bridegroom then be-
member of Westinghouse Elec- gan the task of bringing his
tric Corporation auditing de-' bride to Pittsburgh. He
partment, Fell x' adventure thought, as any young and ar-
with cupid began earlier this dent groom would naturally as-
year, when he was married:sume, that it would be just a
by proxy to a young woman matter of sending her a ticket,
from Biafra whom he had not, and waiting at the airport, or
seen for many years. But he, the wharf, for her arrival.
MINISTERS
Custom Built Churches
Free Estimates and Financing Available
WILL TRADE
Reputable Workmanship
SMITH905 Call
Estival & Today
GOD WIN
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Bonded Licensed
525-6506 and 362-1003
Sell?
You Cant
You can earn $10,000 or more your
first year representing the fastest-
growing manufacturer in the Negro
hair care market!
Move n...Move up! Represent the fastest
growing manufacturer of nqtionally advertised
products for the Negro hair care market.
Up to $9,000 guaranteed salary your first
year... plus incentive pay and full fringe
benefit program!
Travel involved. Car desirable but not
required. All working expenses paid. Ambition
and career-mindedness more important than
previous selling experience.
Send letter and/or resume before
November 25th to: OPPORTUNITY, BOX TSD-10
An equal opportunity employer.
Tri-State DEFENDER
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MR. AND MRS. FELIX EJECKAN — Pittsburgh is their
home now. They are young Biafrans who were married
twice. . . once by proxy, once in a regular church cere-
mony. — Harris Photo
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Plus Top VALUE Stamps!
Join The Kroger Price Fighters!
,01,4
14 4
-
rifIN! WIN! WIFIn"$2gn To Be Given Away At
°‘F KROGER-SOUTHGATE
PLUS 150,000 TOP VALUE STAMPS
A lucky customer each week will win a 510 00 Merchandise Certificate and her church will re-
ceive a $15.00 check -- Another 10 Lucky Shoppers will receive 4.500 Top Value Stamps and
their churches each will receive 10,500 Top Value Stamps. Register for yourself and your church
every time you visit Kroger.
U.S.D.A. CHOICE TENDERAY 69CHUCK Lb.ROAST
'If you really Frozen Hens
want to 18 CHOICE PIECES
knock heat Frying Chicken
& humidity Sliced Bacon
out of your
house, look
at thi
room
air
conditioner
Amana 600 Series
Air Command
From 5,000 thru 29,000
21,000 BTU; 24,000 BTU
Only 26 1/2" wide to fit in standard window
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
• Automatic Thermostat
turns cooling on & off as
you need it.
• Exhaust & Fresh air
control.
• Woodgrain baffle front
for quietest operation.
• In window or thru-the
wall installation.
ANOTHER EXCLUSIVE:
AMANA 5-YEAR
WARRANTY.
A Complete line of Am
The big difference is that
it covers Parts & Labor for
5 full years.
AMARA 5-YEAR WARRANTY
Amana warrants for 5 years from date
of original purchase in U S , free
replacement or repair, including related
labor, of parts found defective as to
workmanship or material under normal
use, and returned through Aman..s
dealer-distributor organization
Owner is responsible for local cartage,
repairmen's travel expense if required,
replacement of gaskets, filters, rubber
or plastic parts, and installation kit
material Owner is also responsible for
normal maintenance service Icleaning ,
of coils, water drains, motor lubrica-
tion), and normal deterioration of ap-
pearance items due to wear or ex-
posure. Any product subjected to
accident, misuse, negligence, abuse.
defacement of serial plate or Aeration
shall void the warranty.
In Canada, the warranty applies as
above except that it does not cover
taxes, duties, assessments *wed at
time of part export.
ono Refrigerators,
Freezers, Central Air—Conditioning & Heating
OPEN MONDAYS & THURSDAY NITES
WE SERVICE YINAT WE SELL,
6 FULLY EQUIPPED SERVICE TRUCKS.
Priddy & Burgess
Appliance Co.
1853 Lamar Av•. Phone 275-1101
MEMPHIS
KING SIZE with coupon in ad
Lb 39C Fab Detergent 54bzS
WHOLE BEAN Lb. Bag 
Lb.43C 
Spotlight Coffee
RICHTEX
Lb 6'4 Shortening 3 Lb Can 55
QUARTER, SLICED OR
SEMI—BONELESS
HAM Lb!9e
MEL —0—SOFT
BREAD
di 
$
ts
BANANAS
Lb.tOt
Cosirfiall II et6c-
reg. or :ng sl*lizielil° (11-11 3.6 bob
v= 
PEPSIS,withti.0.7cUouPpSonoarndCsO5K.EddStor,o: siif a
purchase excluding tobacco and 
op.
fresh or frozen milk products,..iimit
IP" 
one.
irrCMAI1911 1  IIIIIMIN
S.
50
50 with 6 pkgs. Kroger Gelatin 0
50
100
50
50
50
50  with 2 pkgs. Fryer Breast or Legs D s,*
too  with 3 pkgs. Center-Sliced Ham 5--]
50 with TWO Fox Deluxe Pizzas
25 with rifle
25  g
i 25
25 with a 5-1b. bag potatoes El
k 25 with a Whole Watermelon 511 r50 wiii, how, of 100 Family- ,i. HI fi,•red AsPir0
1... f
Expires JULY 23 1961
BONUS COUPON
Exp.
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS 7/22
with 6 KROGER
INSTANT TEA MIXES
with 12 pkgs. Kroger Drink Aid
wit112 1-16. pkgs. Kroger Zips
or Graham Crackers
with 3-11)s. or more Gro. Chuck
with a Quarter Slived Pork Loin
with any 2 cut-up Fryers
Half-Gal Lo-Cal Drink
with TWO heads lettuce
With 3-lbs, or more Onioas
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DERRA-IwW4
AND APPLIANCE CO
Ze Se/Laze tit& -ti.e St
Buy a Console Stereo at $19.43
A month with No Down Pay-
ment, and get a 12" Portable
TV Free. Just 4 left.
Buy a Console Stereo at $19.43
a month with no money down,
and get a free watch.
Upright Combination Color TV
and Stereo for only $28.19 per
month.
36" Range with Grill for $10.45
per month with one year free
service.
ZENITH COLOR TV
No Money Down 36 Mo to Pay
Debra Electronic. 3233 Winchester
396-7592. We Trade. We Service what
w• sell. We give tbe best deals at
Debra Electronics.
23 Color TV For only $388 .86
Debra Electronics
3233 Winchester Rd.
396-7596
FOR /SALE
CHICKEN EiHACR
at a sacrifice, owner unable to wortCall 524-4491
FOR SALE: 5 room house. 218 Rich-
mond corner lot - fenced-in yard I blk.to Lincoln Junior High School $5 500.00rash. Cali E. H. Manuel 358-8127 orL. .1. Manuel 883-8703.
TRY
A
WANT-AD
IN THE
CLASSIFIED
SECTION
CALL:
JA 6-8397
16 DEFENDER
Golf Classic
To Benefit
Saint Jude
U. S. Open champion Lee
Trevino, PGA champion Julius
Boros and Masters champion
George Archer are among 20
top touring pros scheduled to
play in the Danny Thomas-Di-
plomat Golf Classic Dec. 4-7 at
Hollywood, Fla.
The $125,000 benefit for St.
Jude Children's Research
Hospital has also landed five
other 1969 tour winners in Dave
Hill, winner of the Memphis
Open, Gardner Dickinson,
Bruce Devlin. Miller Barber
and Ray Floyd.
Along with St. Jude founder
Danny Thomas an impressive
array of celebrities have been
committed to share the links
with the tournament winners
in the pro-am event to be play-
ed on the plush Presidential
Country Club course at the
Diplomat Hotel resort.
With Thomas will be Perry
Como, Andy Williams, Buddy
Hackett, Chuck Connors, Alan
King, Don Adams, Jan M u r-
ray, Jack Lemmon, Steve Law-
rence, Rocky Marciano, Bob
Hope, Jim Garner, Joey Bish-
op, Robert Goulet and other
stars.
Other pros committed for the
journey include Gay Brewer,
'Lionel Hebert, Doug Ford, Dow
1Finsterwald, Doug Sanders,
,Chi Chi Rodriguez, Dan Sikes,
IDick Rhyan, Howie Johnson,
Billy Maxwell, Mac McLendon,
Ron Cerrudo, Orville Moody,
and Bob Murphy.
The tournament will have an
unusual format with two days
of pro-am competition Dec. 2-3
when 50 of the nation's leading
entertainers will play.
Each will be a part of a four-
some with a top professional
and two amateurs. The en-
trance tab for playing in one
of those foursomes is $1,000.
RUBIS
DOUBLE ACTION
/COLORS GRAY RAIRRIAM
DRESSES HAIR INKACE
A AL DRUG
66eattity Yalan
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY BY APPOINTMENT
P.N. 323-0063 III. 327-4721
SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE
H oi rcutti ng
Hair Coloring
Permanents
OPERATOR MRS. MAGGIE BYRD
307 Tillman Str•st
Across From Loin Service Sta,
Hairstyling
Manicuring
Facials
REENLISTING — Sergeant Charley Wright, Jr., son of
Mrs. Annie L. Fox of 1039 Barton st., Memphis, has re-
enlisted in the U. S. Air Force after having been selected
for career status, and administering the oath of office to
him is Lt. Col. Lloyd G. Russell, deputy commander of
Robbins AFB, Ga. A graduate of Booker T. Washington
High School. Sgt. Wright is married to the former Miss
Dianne Davis. He has served in Southeast Asia. At pres-
ent he is in a unit of the Air Force Logistics Command.
USAF Photo)
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
v..tret rotas ON f COO
teR1/1(1
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local,
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIEM.
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
SALE
50 10* 2150
Junior League Thrift Shop
205 Madison Ave.
July 16th, 17th, 18th
Men, Ladies & Children
No Summer Clothes
Over $1.00
Save More At Lucky. .
Everyday Low Prices. . .
Plus the Favorite Gift Stamp
QUALITY STAMPS
Shop Where
Your
Business
Is
Appreciated
Shop At
Your Friendly
Lucky Foods
thereisOne Near
No. 1 - 3471 Poplar at Highland
No, 2 :471 Florida at Parkway
No, 3 - 4804 Navy Road,
Ha. 4 - 549 South Parkway East
No. 6 -661 Chelsea
No. 7 - 452 East Shelby Drive
No. 8 - 4280 Macon Road
No. 9'- 2219 Florida
No, 10 - 1 478 Notional
No, 11 - 1506 East Broadway
(West Memphis)
No 12 - 3152 Johnson
No, 14 - 4701 Highway 51 So
No. 15 - 2481 Dwight Road
No. 17 - 4571 Quince
No., 26 - 5201 Highway 61 So,
No., 27 - 1693 Lauderdale
No, 48 - 2458 Chelsea Avenue
SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1969
Navy Nurse Scheduled
To Come Here July 20
Lieutenant Glenda G. Dunn,
(NC), U. S. Navy is assigned
to the staff of the director of
the THIRD Navy Recruiting
Area, Macon, Georgia. A na-
tive of Tennessee, Lt. Du n n
was graduated from Peabody
High School in Trenton, Ten- Miss Dunn is the daughter of
nessee in 1957. ,Mr. and Mrs. Sug Dunn of
Trenton, Tenn.
After graduation Lt. Dunn
enlisted as a WAVE. After
only two short years Lt. Dunn
was selected to attend the
University of Colorado at Na-
vy expense for the purpose of
obtaining a baccalaureate de-
gree in Nursing Education. She
obtained her degree in June of
1963.
Lt. Dunn reported to Macon,
Ga. from a tour of duty in Tai-
pei, Taiwan. Prior to her as-
signment, she was in Boston,
Mass., Philadelphia, Pa., and
Newport, Rhode Island. Soon
she will be departing for Viet-
Nam for a tour aboard a hos-,
pital ship.
Lt. Dunn will be in Memphis
the week of July 20 for consul-
tation with interested register-
ed professional and stud en t
nurses. During her visit Lt.
Dunn may be contacted in per-
son at the Memphis Bank
Building, Room 1003 or by
calling 534-3554. All interested
persons are invited to call.
Opportunities are unlimited
for graduate nurses in the mod-
ern Navy. Educational pro-
grams are available in all spe-
cialties. Student Nurses enroll-
ed in approved schools of nurs-
ing may be eligible for subsi-
dy from the Navy during their
junior and senior years.
SaVi a bundle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO::
TERMITES
-ROACHES-
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033 1
do your electrical wiring properly.
Install your air conditioners. . sell you
. the proper air conditioner you need —
and combine alt on oneltosy-to-pay •
monthly contract.
ATHAN'S
LOAN UFFUCE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALLARTICLES OF VALUE
176 AL 170 "MALI STRUT SA 6-5300
You Don't Pay More..
You Just Get More At
• VALIANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL
:II° !SHER
1925 UNION • 275-1143
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH $125
  8 A.M.-6 P.M.
I Sal et Site, S1 25 MondaySat Open RAM tn 6 P MSun. Open II A.M to 2 PM. thruFriday
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic
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Whirlpool
AIR CONDITIONER
SALE!
special! 9,500 BTU
Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.
Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan Speeds . . . HI COOL
tor worm days, 10 COOL for evening and night
ccmfort. You can install it yourself it's so compact.
Built-in overload protector on compressor., Re-
moves 2.4 pints of moisture per hour.$
BUY ON ACE'S EASY PAY PLAN
Amu:*
Whirlpool
16,500 BTU 1
for large scale I
cooling
only!
239•4,ut Rs-
Adjustable thermostat — just set and forget! "Dry Steel" con- I
struction only from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silenc-
tors to direct air where you want it.
ing chqmber absorbs excessive noise. 2-way air direction reflec-
All 4 STOW
OPEN
S a.m. 'Ill
EVERY NIGHT:
•vE;
Whirlpool
18,000 BTU
t-OR EXTRA FAST
COOL DOWN.
ONLY!
' geriebsi ATI-1St-4
New SUPER COOL control, gets rid of heat build-up in a house
that's been closed up all day. Comfort Guard control with ad-
justable thermostat. Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direc-
tion allows you to direct cool air Up, down, to either side . . .
MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU
IIE L. L GATLIN L L GATLIN JR R G. KINKLE
SERVING THE MID-SOUTH AREA FOR OVER 24 YEARS
EAST
3431 SIMMIK
These 324-4404
APPLIANCE Co.
WHITEHA YEN
425$ Hwy. TI Le.
Phone 314-0995
FRAYSER
) IIThom 114Ini. SI Mt
Pb... 3511-45115
LAMAR
2574 Limier
Phone 743-5370
Phone For
Quick
Delivery!
SUMMER HOMf: OF GPFVf-tOUND rHAMPinNS
cp, Nit OPIN SOUTHLAND
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.
POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS
!I
•
